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The Indian residential schools settlement 
process has begun. The healing continues. 

The Indian residential schools settlement process has started. 
First, through these initial notices, former students and their 
families will learn how to give their views on the fairness of 
the settlement. Then, Courts across Canada will hold public 
hearings. If all the Courts approve the settlement after those 
hearings, another notice will be 
distributed to explain how to get 
a payment from the settlement 
or be excluded from it. 

Considering the 80,000 living 
Aboriginal people who are 
former students of the residential 
school system, the settlement 
provides: 

1) At least $1.9 billion available 
for "common experience" 
payments to former students 
who lived at one of the schools. 
Payments will be $10,000 for the 
first school year (or part of a 
school year) plus $3,000 for 
each school year (or part of a 
school year) after that. 

2) A process to allow those who 
suffered sexual or serious 
physical abuses, or other 
abuses that caused serious 
psychological effects, to get 
between $5,000 and $275,000 
each. You could get more money if you also show a loss of 
income. 

You don't have to show you were abused to get a common 
experience payment, and you can get one even it you had an 
abuse lawsuit, and even if you settled it. 

You can object to the settlement if you don't like some part 
of it. If you have an objection, 
you must by August 25, 2006, 
send an email to objections@ 
re s i denti a lsc h oolsettl a ment. ca, 
write to Residential Schools 
Settlement, Suite 3 -505, 133 
Weber St. North, Waterloo, 
Ontario N2J 3G9, or call toll 
free 1- 866 -879 -4913. Be sure 
to explain why you are against 
the settlement, and include 
your name, the school(s) you 
attended, your address, and 
telephone number. 

If you object, it will be considered 
at a settlement approval hearing. 
You may ask to speak at the 
hearing in the Court overseeing 
your claim. The hearing that 
affects you is generally based on 
where you now live (see the 
centre box). 

As part of the settlement, the 
government will pay lawyers 
representing former students up 

to approximately $100 m Ilion in fees, plus costs and taxes. 
You don't have to hire a lawyer to object, and you don't have 
to hire and pay a lawyer to get a common experience payment 
once the claims process begins. Of course, you may hire 
your own lawyer and pay that lawyer to object, speak for you 
at a hearing, or represent you with an abuse claim. Call 1- 
866- 879 -4913 with questions about the settlement, or go to 
www .residentialschoolsettlement.ca to read a more detailed 
notice or the settlement agreement. 

The Court 

Court 
Ontario 
Québec 
Saskatchewan 
Northwest Territories 
Manitoba 
Nunavut 
British Columbia 
Alberta 
Yukon 

Hearings 

Date 
August 29 -31 

September 8 

September 18 -20 
October 3 -4 
October 5 -6 
October 10 -11 

October 10 -12 
October 12 -13 
October 16 -17 

If you attended the Mohawk Institute in Brantford, go to 
the Ontario hearing. Otherwise, go to the hearing in 

your Province/Territory. If you live in Labrador, New 
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward 
Island, or outside Canada, go to the Ontario hearing. 
The exact times and locations are in a detailed notice. 
To get one, contact: 

1- 866 -879 -4913 
www .residentialschoolsettlement.ca 

3) Money for programmes for former students and their 
families for healing, truth, reconciliation, and commemoration 
of the residential schools and the abuses suffered: $125 
million for healing, $60 million to research, document, and 
preserve the experiences of the survivors, and $20 million 
for national and community commemorative projects. 
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Features 

Canada votes against declaration 8 

Was Canada just stringing the members of the 
United Nations Human Rights Council along when it 
participated in the creation of the draft declaration 
of Indigenous rights? That's what some are saying 
Canada did after it voted against sending the 
declaration on to be ratified in assembly. 

AFN chiefs choose Fontaine -again 9 

Assembly of First Nations national chief incumbent 
Phil Fontaine has been returned to office in an 
election held in Vancouver on July 12. Fontaine won 
by more than 75 per cent on the first ballot. Cape 
Mudge member Bill Wilson did however receive 
support from 117 chiefs on the ballot. 

Trouble still brewing at FNUC 10 

Despite protests to the contrary from acting First 
Nations University President Charles Pratt, the unique 
learning institution is not out of hot water yet, with a 
review expected in fall from the Association of 
Universities and Colleges of Canada. The university 
has been at the centre of much controversy since 
February 2005 when board chair Morley Watson 
ordered the suspension of highly placed staff. 

NAIG 2006 

Look for it inside this issue 

Windspeaker takes a look at the North American 
Indigenous Games held in Denver in July in story 
and photos. Reporter Laura Stevens was on the 
ground for celebrations and competitions. Her 
bird's eye view on pages 13 to 17. 

Departments 

[ rants and raves ] 5 

[ what's happening ] 7 

[ back to school ] 22 to 24 

[ footprints ] 28 

Chief Rita Smith was a wife, a mother, a fighter and 
a friend. Her very good friend, Daniel N. Paul tells 
her story on our footprints page. Smith was unique 
for her time. She was the first woman to become 
chief of two communities, and though her male 
counterparts often tried to sabotage her efforts, 
they met with a lady self -possessed. 

[ contents ] 

Windspeaker is published by the Aboriginal Multi -Media Society ( AMMSA) 
Canada's largest publisher of Aboriginal news and information. 
AMMSA's other publications include: 

Alberta Sweetgrass - The Aboriginal Newspaper of Alberta 

Saskatchewan Sage- The Aboriginal Newspaper of Saskatchewan 

BC Raven's Eye - The Aboriginal Newspaper of B.C. and Yukon 

Ontario Birchbark- The Aboriginal Newspaper of Ontario 
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A 100% First Nation -owned Brokerage in Operation since 1997 

Proudly celebrating 19 highly successful years In business 

Opewlkosclkan Reserve 4201 

PO Box 2377 

2300 -10" Averse West 

Pence Alben, SK S6V 621 

Efdaü. 

Waukee teis ahnet 
tiit us on Ite Mental: 
wevetnAOi00ir0mm 

Contact 
Helen Burgess 
General Maireger or 
Stuart Mulatto 
Pension Administrator 

FIRST NATIONS 
INSURANCE SERVICES LTD. 

Group Life & Health Benefits 

Group Pensions 
Employee & Family Assistance Program 
Individual Life, Health and Financial 

Services 

"Providing Superior Financial Service to 

First Nations and Their Employees" 

1- 800 -667 -4712 

Phone: 306 -763 -4712 Fax: 306 -763 -3255 

Dänojà Zho Cultural Centre 
(Long Ago House) 

Welcome to the traditional territory of the Ti ondek 

Hwëch'in. The Dänojà Zho Cultural Centre is a 

place to relax and learn about the traditions and 

present day life of the original people. 

Interpretive programs, gallery tours, audio -visual presentations, 
photograph exhibits, and hands -on workshops /activities. 

Gift Shop carries a variety of Aboriginal or local Arts and Crafts. 

OPEN MAY 29 TO SEPTEMBER 2006 

General Admission: $5.00 jeer person 
Youth (12 -18): $2.50 

Phone: 867 -993 -6768 (office) 
Web site: www.trondek.com 

Email: Freda.roberts @gov.trondek.com 

Located on front Street across from the Visitor's Reception Centre. 

w-ww. nait. ca 

NAIT Successful Careers 
Start in Your Community 

Did you know that NAIT has successfully 
delivered programs to Aboriginal communities 
in Saskatchewan, Northwest Territories, Nunavut 
and all parts of Alberta? 

Programs currently being offered in Aboriginal 

communities include: 

Introduction to Trades 

Apprenticeship programs 

Nursing Attendant 

Wildfire Training Type II 

Pre -Technology /Upgrading 

Project Mangement 

Business /Accounting 

And more 

If you would like NAIT programs delivered in 

your community, please call 

Stephen Crocker, Manager 

Aboriginal Training Programs 

Phone: 780.471.8984 

Fax: 780.491.1305 

Email: scrocker@nait.ca 

EpMMOR GROUP 
ABORIGINAL AUTOMOTIVE CENTRE 

Your original Aboriginal auto specialist 

1.866.362.0868 

WE HAVE THE KEY TO 

GOOD CREDIT! 

NO PAYMENTS for 3 months* 
Cars, trucks, vans, suv's, economy or luxury vehicles. 

ANYONE CAN AFFORD A VEHICLE WITH THE RIGHT PAYMENTS 

Apply on the internal at :www.autoacceptancegroup.com MMtl ®ee/alfaredkregdremeNr 

Payment plans starting al $85 

weekly on all Trucks. 

Payment plans starting at $60 

weekly on all cars. 

Over 10 YEARS 

SERVING 

ABORIGINAL CLIENTS 

FREE DELIVERY 

ANYWHERE IN 
CANADA 

Payment plans starting at $70 

weekly on all mini- vans.. 

*WE'LL CUY 

THE GAS Ib 'Maximum of $.200 

FORD, CHEVROLET, GM, JAPANESE & EUROPEAN ALL MAKES AND MODELS BOTH NEW AND USED 
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Prime nonsense 
We read with dismay the letter Prime Minister Stephen 

Harper wrote to the editor of the Calgary Herald in mid - 
July announcing that he would initiate ajudicial inquiry 
into the decline of the Fraser River salmon fishery. 

The decline of any irreplaceable natural resource should 
be the subject of far -reaching and non -political inquiry. 
There should be no sacred cows, no no -go zones. No 
corner of government or industry should be exempt. If 
the Aboriginal people of British Columbia are found to 
have contributed to the problem, they should be held 
accountable for their share of the damage. 

But only their share. 
In our opinion, however, Mr. Harper should wait for 

the facts to come in before he makes any kind of 
judgement. That would be fair and sensible. But it doesn't 
look like that's what is going on here. Judge for yourself. 

"Let me be clear -in the coming months we will strike 
a judicial inquiry into the collapse of the Fraser River 
salmon fishery and oppose racially -divided fisheries 
programs," Mr. Harper's letter states. It really does look 
like he has linked the two issues together without 
providing any kind of substantiation or explanation. If 
he has either to offer, we challenge him to provide it. 

Linking Aboriginal fisheries to the decline of salmon 
stocks without providing clear and indisputable proof 
was only the prime minister's first mistake. (The cod 
stocks, which were also managed by the Canadian 
government declined to the point where an entire 
industry was shut down. Doesn't it make more sense to 
look at causes other than Aboriginal fishing in light of 
that fact ?) 

The second error is even more disturbing. The term 
"racially -divided" sounds a lot like "race -baud," a familiar 
refrain from the good old days of Reform. We believe 
that's a wrong -headed, narrow -minded, verging on racist 
way of looking at the issue. The right of Aboriginal people 
to fish for food is just that, a right -a legal right, to be 
more precise. A right recognized and created by no less a 
body than the Supreme Court of Canada. If Mr. Harper 
is picking this issue as the one on which to take on the 
role of the judicial branch in the Canadian system of 
governance, we'd like to know why. Why start with 
Aboriginal rights? Is it reasonable to deduce that with all 

the areas where social conservatives might disagree with 
the so- called "left- leaning courts" or "activist judges" the 
message Mr. Harper sends by selecting the field of 
Aboriginal rights as place to start the battle is that he 
does not believe in Aboriginal rights? 

With the shameful move by Canada in voting against 
the draft declaration on Indigenous rights at the United 
Nations, backing away from the Kelowna agreement, 
relegating the battle against poverty in First Nations 
communities to the end of the line of government 
priorities and other disconcerting moves, it does look 
like the Conservatives don't care about Aboriginal 
peoples. 

Grand Chief Doug Kelly, a Stol:o Nation chief who 
knows a bit about fisheries, wants to know just which 
constituency Mr. Harper is reaching out to with this kind 
of anti -Aboriginal message. It looks like he's reaching 
out to the non -Native voters of British Columbia who 
are in competition with Native fishermen for the 
declining resource. Has he decided to throw one group 
of Canadians over the side in order to win the favor of 
another group of Canadians (of a different race, we note) 
who just might help him get his majority? If that's what's 
going on here we fear for what Canada would become if 
Mr. Harper ever got his majority. And we're not afraid 
only on behalf of Aboriginal peoples. 

Aboriginal fisheries are not race -based. They are rights 
based. They are based on the same Indigenous rights 
that Mr. Harper's representatives tried to scuttle and 
undermine in Geneva. Indigenous rights are based one 
thing: Indigenous people were here first. 

Indigenous peoples on the West Coast based their 
entire culture, their entire way of life, on fishing. The 
Supreme Coat ruled that the right of Indigenous people 
to have a culture, to not be forced to submit to cultural 
genocide by way of assimilation, means that they get a 

position of priority when it comes to this resource. To 
say that a relatively small segment of the B.C. population 
carries a relatively large share of the blame for the decline 
of this resource requires proof. Without proof, Me. 
Harper's words and insinuations are not only wrong but 
troubling and, we'll say it because someone certainly 
needs to, very un- Canadian. Unless Mr. Harper means 
to change the definition of what it means to be Canadian. - Windspeaker 

Idea to run up 
the flag pole 
Dear Editor: 

I'm a Mìgmaw from Nova Scotia. We had National 
Aboriginal Day in Nova Scotia, and I know everybody 
did across the country, but a lot of the people I talked 
to said there was only one thing missing. We don't have 
a national flag across the country. The Canadians have 
a national flag, the American's have a flag and the 
Acadians have their national flag and Nova Scotia has 
the flag, but isn't it about time the Native people of 
Canada had a national flag that we could fly year -round 
alongside of the Canadian flag and the American flag. 

Also, everybody here in Eastern Canada is wondering 
about Dwight Dorey since he stepped down. Isn't it 
about time Windspeaker got a hold of him and had an 
interview with him and try to really tell the people why 
he stepped down. Everybody is really disappointed down 
here that he has gone into hiding. 

Ken Martin 
Millbrook Indian Reserve, 

Truro, M.S. 

Wag the dog 
Dear Editor: 

Hi. I am an inmate doing time in the Northern 
Treatment Centre in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. I am writing 
to you to voice my opinion and let others know of how 
our ceremonies are being dishonored. Is it not bad 
enough that when doing the sweat we have to hem our 
grandfathers with propane on a barbecue -like surface 
with no sacred fire, but then also to dishonor the 
ceremony by not smoking the pipe? It is to my 
knowledge and belief that without the smoking of the 
pipe, the ceremony is incomplete and means nothing. 
The pipe is like our eucharist. Without smoking it would 
be like a priest not breaking the bread at a Sunday 
service. I understand that institutions /jails are non- 
smoking, but this is our religion, our right. I hope with 
self -government that in the future we as North American 
Indians will have our own institutions /jails where our 
people can be put, not to be punished but to be healed. 
Where all our ceremonies are conducted properly and 
the one holding them will not have to worry about job 
security and the no smoking policies. 

Donal Cyr 

Wait for riches 
Dear Editor: 

The Free Trade Agreement and fantastic globalized 
trade improvements have given Canada greater 
prosperity. So say our Canadian corporate heads and 
our government leaders of the last 20 years. And that is 

true for about the 20 per cent upper -income part of 
our population. 

Not so for the rest of us, and certainly not for the 20 
per cent at the lowest income level and the poor. Wage 
levels, infrastructure, social assistance, unemployment 
insurance, minimum wages, housing assistance, 
Aboriginal needs, cultural funding, education funding 
... all these are reduced to promote corporate prosperity 
and well- being. 

Why? Because our governments, Tom D'Aquino, 
David Emerson, the Fraser Institute and their Canada- 
U.S. branch plant CEO friends insist that the Canadian 
poor must lower their short -term expectations. They 
must delay their self -gratification for some future 
nirvana when we shall all be competitive with 
Bangladesh and Shanghai. 

Actually, we may all have to wait until we have killed 
the Taliban, Osama bin Laden, and all their angry, 
multiplying disciples. 

Jacob Rempel 

E -mail us at 
edwind@ammsa.com or write to 

the editor at 13245 -146 St. 

Edmonton, AB T5L 4S8 

[ rants and raves ] 

Safe to speak 
An open letter to Vice -Chief Morley Watson: 

My grandfather, John R. McLeod, and my late my 
grandmother, Ida McLeod, helped to build the 
Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College and also the 
Saskatchewan Indian Federated College. This, in turn, 
became the First Nations University of Canada. I have 
worked for the university for the last 10 years. I have 
many shortcomings, but I have given my heart and 
best to this school. The school has given me many 
things as well -great colleagues, knowledgeable Elders, 
great students and a place where I was able to grow. 
For these things, I will always be grateful. 

I've thought a long time about these things and had 
hoped that things would change at the school we all 
love. I will preface my remarks by saying that I respect 
the office you hold, but I take profound exception with 
your leadership. 

Here is what I take issue with: 
I. Our knowledge systems, both from our First 

Nation cultures and also the model of the western 
university system, embrace free thought and the ability 
to critically examine issues and our society. Under your 
leadership, anyone who challenged you has been 
isolated, silenced and fired. 

2. After the events of Feb. 17, there was what 
appeared to be a body guard on our campus. What 
other university has ever had such a position? 

3. David Ahenakew, who made profoundly 
disturbing remarks about the victims of the Holocaust, 
was invited to speak at a university board meeting 
recently (as per a recent Prairie Dog article). 

4. The take -over of our computer system, data, and 
indeed dismissals was done because of a signed affidavit 
that alluded to potential financial irregularities. While 
I laud attempts to explore alleged financial irregularities, 
where is the evidence of such things 18 months later? 
After a massive investigation that cost roughly 
$500,000 (1 base this on press reports), I wonder why 
so much money was spent on this. - 

5. Lack of communication between your office and 
the staff. You have criticized many people because they 
went to the media, but that is where we have had to go 
to get much information regarding our school. 

6. The Task Force Report has not been followed or 
implemented. This report was supposed to be an 
exploration of how the situation and crisis at our 
institution could be transformed. 

7. The board needs to be de- politicized. This is one 
of the major recommendations of the Task Force 
Report, which has not been followed to the full extent. 

8. Our membership in the Association of Universities 
and Colleges of Canada needs to be evaluated. Dr. Pete's 
repon seems to be another smoke screen tactic to avoid 
the Task Force recommendations. 

9. There has been a massive decline of morale at our 
institution in the last 18 months. The vibrant energy 
that once existed in my former department (Indigenous 
Studies), for instance, has withered away due, in part, 
to your draconian and systematic destruction of 
academic freedom in our institution and how many of 
our colleagues have been treated. 

10. On Feb. 16, I, along with Dr. Denise Henning 
and Dr. Robin Fisher, presented our plans to the 
Academic Council of the University of Regina to begin 
a joint PhD program between the University of Regina 
and First Nations University of Canada.Under your 
leadership, the prospects for this program within the 
near future are very slim. You have alienated most of 
the people who would have worked on it. I imagine all 

of the incredible research that could have been 
undertaken. This is one of the intangible loses from 
the last 18 months. 

Your power and influence over the university needs 
to be challenged. You cannot expect to disrupt so many 
lives and not be questioned. We need to go back to the 
original vision that my grandfather and grandmother, 
along with many others, had of the school. I hope 
someday to return when things have changed and when 
the school values the idealism and passion that guided 
people like my grandparents. 

Remember that what I am saying is what many 
people are thinking: many of them do not publicly say 
it because they have families to feed and are worried 
for their jobs. I teach at another institution now and 
can speak freely. 

Sincerely 
Dr. Neal McLeod 
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Many Nations Financial Services Ltd. 
A subsidiary of Many Notions Benefit Co-operative Ltd. 

Employee Pension Plans 

Employee Benefit Plans 

Individual Life & Disability Insurance 

Investment Services and Products 

Critical Illness - Individual /Group 

Coverage for Chief and Council 

Regular On -Site Service from your 

Representative 

Phone: 1- 800 -667 -7830 or (306) 956 -4669 
www.manynations.com 

"The strength of Many Nations protecting our future" 

OTTAWA 
DOWNTOWN 

Travelodge® 
Dorat Inn 

"Ottawa's Friendly Little Hotel" 

800.263.6725 
Located across the street from 0008 
the NEW A.F.N. Headquarters! Di 
Walk to Parliament and 

sir`ess Popular Attractions! $u 
FREE 15 item 

Continental Breakfast, 
High Speed Internet 

and Parking. 
40 Guestrooms & Suites, 
travel odgedoralinn. com 

from 
$109 per 

night 

486 ALBERT STREET - OTTAWA 

cosmetic breakthrough in the fight 
against teenage acne and acne rosacea 

NEWS RELEASE: 

PARAS I E CAUSES 
RA Q COMPLEX \! 

For years, doctors have been trying to identify the culprit behind 

rosacea, skin condition that causes the nose, cheeks and forehead to 

redden with tiny bumps, pimples or visible blood vessels. But how. 

Cheese scientists have finally discovered the cause of the 

embarrassing affliction: the human demeans parasite. Ninety eight 

percent of adult have this parasite on their skin, and as causes 

symptoms in an estimated 14 mitlion Americans. 

The good news: Researchers have found that by applying sea 

buckthorn oil to the skin, it begins to kill the parasite in seven days. To 

make the benefits easily accessible, the research team formulated a 

line of soaps, a cream and a shampoo containing the oil seabuckthom, 

creating the FacnOOctor all natural line of products 

FaceDoctok. 
COMPLEXION SOAPS A.a,de,, ,tn 

cs> 

cDStUmerser,'ice:1-866-595-6497 www.facedoctor.ca 

National Automotive Credit Services 
We aim to make your buying experience the easiest car 
purchase you have ever had. Give us the chance to show you 
how easy buying a car can be. 

"IF IT CAN BE ACHIEVED, WE WILL ACHIEVE IT" 

Inc. 

BAD CREDIT? NO CREDIT? NEED CREDIT? 
Vehicle wanted (circle interest) CAR TRUCK VAN SUV 

Monthly payments preferred: S 

Trade In Vehicle: Year Make 

Model Kms 

Trade in value expected: $ 

Cash Down: S 

Name: First 
Middle 

Last 

Social Ins V 

Date of Birth: M D 

Marital Status 
Name of Band /Reserve /Metes Settlement 

Treaty V 

Current Address 
City 
Postal Code 

Province 

How Long? (years) 

Rent (monthly)$ Mortgage$ 
Home Phone: ( 

Work Phone: ( 

Cell Phone: ( 

Employer 
Length of Employment (years) 

Weekly Income S Monthly$ 
Other sources of income S (weekly) 
Previous Credit (circle one) YES NO 
Niemen note ha resew lone hest of mylour knowledge accept as 

notice in dung of and consent to the Dealer, lender. Its assignees or transferees b 
se, give to, °been, verify, share and exchange credit credit and other Information with others, 

including credit bureaus, credit Insurers, my employer, ad other persons or companies 
we .anima, have financial dealings, as well as any °her personas may be lama 
or required by law. less authorize any person contacted In this regard to provide such 
inlormaban 

SIGNED 

DATE: 

Apply for credit on -line 24/7: http: / /www.nacscanada.com 

After Bankruptcy? 
After Divorce? 

Collections after you? 
High Debt Ratio? 

Slow on Payments? 
Car Repossessed? 
First Time Buyer? 

Consumer Proposals. 
Cars, Trucks, Vans, SUV, 

Luxury or Economy... 
We have the one you want! 

The Autos You Want! The Financing You Need! 
Guaranteed Top Quality Vehicles. 

Guaranteed Lowest rates and prices with O.A.C. 
All vehicles safety inspected for all provinces. 

Warranty included with every purchase. 

Serving you Canada wide, Please call our toll free number at 
1.877.G04 -NACS (877.464.6227) 

Fax applications to: 1.204.783.0548 
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August 2006 

July 30 

HEALING OUR 
SPIRIT 

WORLDWIDE 
mo. a -1L MOO 

Edmonton, Aka. 
wvey ninb org 

AFOA CANADA'S 
2ND ANNUAL 

GOLF 
TOURNAMENT 

July 31, ON 
Ottawa, Om. 

31 

MIKE THOMAS 
PROFESSIONAL 

HOCKEY 
SCHOOL 

Arg.7 -11, 2008 
Manor, B C 

1204) 255-3864 

3 

GATHERING OF 
GENERATIONS 
CONFERENCE 

2006 
Aug_ 10- 12,2006 
atAwaa 

10 

KAMLOOPA 
POWWOW 

Aug. 4-6, 006 
Kamloops, B.0 

. 12501 372-8833 

4 

MISTAWASIS 
TRADITIONAL 

POWWOW 

Mistawasia, Sash. 

10814834800 

11 

BEST 
PRACTICES 
FOSTERING 
COMMUNITY 

SUCCESS 
Aug. 15 -17, 006 

06 

on9.Ont. 

17051859-3122 

14 15 

GLOBALFEST 

Aug. 16-06. 0006 
C ag e.ary.Ak 

16 

GWEN CHIEF ALEX 
WHITEHEAD BELLEGARDE 
MEMORIAL MEMORIAL 

WOMEN'S SLO GOLF 
PITCH TOURNAMENT 

TOURNEY 4115 18. 0066 Dakota 

Aug -12 2006 
H 

an, 511771. 

Pnnce Meg. Sant. - 
(3o6)6932531 

(306) 752-í842 

17 18 

27 

BEN CALF 
ROBE: METE 

WE TAN CAMP 
Aug. 01-31, 2006 

17 01 474-8937 

21 

BOYLE STREET 
EDUCATION 

CENTRE LOTH 
ANNIVERSARY 

Aug. 28, 2006 
Edmonbn, AIM. 

maverill @bsecah.oa 

28 

WHOOP -UP 
DAYS TWO -DAY 
COMPETITION 

POWWOW 
Aug. 22 -28, 2005 

(403)r327- 6607 

22 

9TH ANNUAL 
SFNND GOLF 
CHALLENGE 

2006 
Aug. 23, 0006 

a onFirst Nana, Sask. 

Me) 

23 

3 

NANO 
TRAINING AND 
CONTINUING 
EDUCATION 

CONFERENCE 
Sept. 10- 13,2006 

DING 

10 

Sunday 

11 

ATLANTIC 
ABORIGINAL 

ENTREPRENEUR 
AWARDS 
Sept. 12, 2606 
Sydney. N. S. 

(902)693 -7379 

12 13 

25 

ASHAM 
STOMPER 
MUSIC 8 
DANCE 

FESTIVAL 
Sept t -3,009 

Needy Creek, Man. 

'plumber 1 

5 

CELEBRATION 
METIS 3 

Aug. 12, 2000 
B.C. 

(604) 39 -2 2933 

12 

RED HAWK 
AMERICAN 

INDIAN 
CULTURAL 
SOCIETY 
POWWOW 

Aug. 19- 20,2006 
CoiNille, Ohio 

(380) 889-3756 

19 

ABORIGINAL 
SUMMER 

MUSIC 
FESTIVAL 
Aug. 26, 0116 

Saskatoon, Sask. 

Iter SMOn 

26 

PIRA FINALS 

Ulna Pine 
onSeek First 

061Nation, 441-4624 

2 

[ what's happening ] 

PRECIOUS 
SUNSET 

POWWOW 
Sept. 8-10, 2000 
Bass Lake, Cain 

16691855 -2705 

7 8 

JERRY 
NETMAKER 
MEMORIAL 

GOLF 
TOURNAMENT 

Sept. 14.2006 
Dakota 

8)883- 

Nan Bark Bark First 

10 

14 15 

MANITOBA 
METIS 

FEDERATION 
ANNUAL 

GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY 

Sept 9- 11,2006 
Brandon, Man. 

(204) 50384] 

9 

PADDUNG FOR 
COMPASSION 

Sept. 15206 
Edmonton, Aka. 

(780) 432-6215 

16 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Call hr Submissions 

ETLITOO: EXPLORING FIRST NATIONS ARTS AND CULTURE . 

Aug. 4 -11, 2006 Canning, N.S.www.artscentre.ca 

BEN CALF ROBE: METE WE TAN CAMP 
Aug. 7 -Aug. 17, 2006 Edmonton, Alta. (780) 474 -8937 

LENNOX ISLAND FIRST NATION POWWOW 
Aug. 11 -13, 2006 Lennox Island, P.E.I. madlene.sarkelennoxisland.com 

TREATY 10 CENTENNIAL CANOE OUEST 
Aug. 11 2006 Black Lake 19 Patuanak(306) 396 -2066 

COWESSESS FIRST NATION POWWOW 
Aug. 15 -16, 2006 Cowessess First Nation, Sask- (306) 696 -2959 

METIS NATION OF ALBERTA ANNUAL ASSEMBLY 
Aug. 17 -20, 2006 Lac La Biche, Alta. (780) 455 -2200 

THE JEWELRY OF DENISE AND SAMUEL WALLACE 
Aug. 17 -Nov. 5, 2008 Santa Fe, NM. (505) 424 -2351 

EXPLORATORY TREATY TABLE MEETING 
Aug. 22- 23,2006 Saskatoon, Sask. (308) 667 -1876 

TREATY 10 CENTENNIAL COMMEMORATION 
Aug. 23- 28,2006 English River, Sask. (306) 396 -2066 

RAPID RIVER TRADITIONAL ANISHNAGBEG POWWOW 
Aug. 26 -27, 2006 Rapid River, MI (906) 428 -4622 

FOUR DIRECTIONS: INNER CHILD WORKSHOP 
Aug. 28 -31, 2006 Saskatoon, Sask. 1 -866-456-6022 

CARIBOO CONTEST POWWOW 
Sept. 1 -3, 2006 Williams Lake, B.C. (250) 398 -5978 

MICHIGEENG POWWOW 
Sept. 1 -3, 2006 Whew , , 

Ont. (705) 377 -4280 

NIPISSING GATHERING TRADITIONAL POWWOW 
Sept 2 3,2006 Wrung First Nation, Ont. (706) 753 -2050 

MONOMIN VICTORY CELEBRATION TRADITIONAL POWWOW 

Sept. 2 -3, 2006 Abort. Ont. (613) 268 -2688 

WABIGOON LAKE OIIBWAY NATION TRADITIONAL POWWOW 
Sept. 2 -3, 2006 anon., Ont (807) 938 -6684 

NAIL ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS NOMINATIONS DEADLINE 
Sept 8, 2006 Toronto, Ont www.naaf.ca (see ad page 19.) 

SIX NATIONS FALL FAIR CONTEST POWWOW 
Sept. 9 -10, 2006 Ohswoken, Ont. (519) 758 -5444 

STONES AND BONES 
Sept. 9 -10, 2006 Head -Smashed -In Buffalo Jump, Alta. (403) 553 -2731 

INDIAN SUMMER FESTIVAL 
Sept 9 -10, 2006 Milwaukee, WI (414) 604 -1000 

AMERICAN INDIAN POWWOW 
Sept. 9 -10, 2006 Aurora, Ohio. (216) 371.2867 

EXPLORATORY TREATY TABLE MEETING 
Sept 28 27,2006 Saskatoon, Sask. (306) 667 -1676 

FOUR DIRECTIONS: INNER CHILD WORKSHOP 
Sept 28 -29, 2006 Edmonton, Alta. 1- 866456 -6022 

13TH ANNUAL CANDO NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
Oct. 2 -5, 2006 Saskatoon, Sask. 1- 800 -463 -4300 (see ad page 18.) 

FIRST NATIONS TECHNICAL CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW 
Oct 2 -6, 2006 Niagara Falls, Ont. (416) 651 -1443 (see ad page 28.) 

INSIGHT INFORMATION: ABORIGINAL HOUSING FORUM 

Oct. 12- 13.2008 Ottawa, Ont 1- 888 -777 -1707 

ABORIGINAL NURSES ASSOCIATION OF CANADA CONFERENCE 
Oct19 -21, 2006 Sudbury, Ont. (613) 724 -4677 ext. 26 

EXPLORATORY TREAT TABLE MEETING 
Oct. 24 -25, 2006 Saskatoon. Sask. (306) 667 -1876 

FOUR DIRECTIONS: INNER CHILD WORKSHOP 
Oct. 24- 27,2006 Edmonton, Alta. I- 886 -456 -6022 

MANITO AHBEE ABORIGINAL FESTIVAL AND MUSIC AWARDS 
Nov. 2 -5, 2006 Winnipeg, Man. (204) 956 -1849 (see ad page 10.) 

NUVISAVIK: THE PLACE WHERE WE WEAVE 
Nov. 4, 2006-March 25, 2007 Montreal, One. (514) 398 -7100 

YOUTH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
Nov 4 -6, 2006 Regina, Sask. (306) 956.6934 

ABORIGINAL LAND & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
Nom 6 -7, 2006 Vancouver, B.C. 1 -888 -777 -1707 

INCLUDE YOUR EVENT BY 
FAX (780) 455 -7679 or E -MAIL market @ammsa.com 

S%h Annual Winnipeg Al7ori9inl film u Video Festival 

November 23 to 26, 2006 

The Winnipeg Aboriginal Film & Video Festival (WAFVF) is a four -day free event that showcases the work of 
Indigenous filmmakers from Canada and around the world. We are currently seeking media artworks of all 

genres and lengths from Canadian and international Aboriginal filmmakers and producers. 
We welcome submissions from youth, first -time, emerging and established directors. 

For more information, or to download a submission form, visit our website at 
www.aboriginalfilmfest.mb.ca or call (204) 774 -1375 

Deadline: August 30, 2006 (No Entry Fee) 
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Canada votes against rights declaration 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

GENEVA 

After more than a decade of 
international intrigue, the United 
Nations draft declaration on 
Indigenous rights will finally go 
before the UN general assembly 
for ratification later this year, 
despite the efforts of Canadian 
government representatives. 

The June 29 vote of the new 
47- member United Nations 
Human Rights Council, which 

' replaces the much criticized UN 
Human Rights Commission, was 

30 in favor and two against, with 
12 abstentions and three 
countries absent. 

Canada and Russia were the 
only countries to vote against the 

f declaration. The Canadian vote 
e generated an angry reaction 

throughout the human rights 
community. In Canada, 
Opposition members said the 

I move reveals that Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper's government is 

not interested in Aboriginal 
rights. 

Is this what passes for 
leadership ?" asked Liberal Indian 
Affairs Critic Anita Neville on 

" June 30. "For 20 years, Canada 
had taken a leadership role in 
seeing this declaration developed. 
Canada was a driving force in 
ensuring the resolution could 
overcome any roadblocks in its 
way. Now, at the moment where 
Canada was needed the most to 
give approval to the resolution, we 
have turned our backs on it, 
thanks to the Conservative 

"Since the federal 
election, Canada's 

consistent and 
evolving 

discriminatory 
actions towards 

Indigenous people at 
both the domestic 

and international 
levels are disgraceful." 

-Chief Stewart Phillip 
government." 

Indian Affairs Minister Jim 
Prentice defended the decision to 
vote against, saying the terms of 
the draft declaration could have 
unforeseen and unintended 
consequences in Canada. He and 
representatives of the other large 
former British colonies -the 
United States, Australia and New 
Zealand -have asked that certain 
parts of the declaration be re- 
written. Neville blasted that 
position. 

"The government's argument 
that the draft resolution may be 
inconsistent with Canadian laws 
is a non -starter," she said. "The 
wording of the declaration 
explicitly states that the 
declaration must be interpreted in 
a fair and balanced manner with 
other laws and standards, the 
principles of democracy and good 
government in support of the 
rights of all. The declaration is a 

non -binding document. It is a 
statement of aspiration. 
Approving it would simply 
provide Canada's Aboriginal 
population with a sign of good 
faith." 

NDP critic for Aboriginal 
Affairs Jean Crowder said she was 
"appalled" by Canada's actions. 

"It is a slap in the face to 
Aboriginal peoples in Canada for 
the Conservatives to tell our 
representatives in Geneva to vote 
against sending the declaration to 
the general assembly," said 
Crowder. "I was at a land claims 
conference in Gatineau (Quebec) 
this weekend and everyone I spoke 
to brought up the declaration on 
Indigenous peoples' rights as an 
indication of how this new 
government really feels about 
honoring its commitments to 
Aboriginal peoples in Canada. 
They feel betrayed because the 
government turned its back on 

this ambitious document." 
Aboriginal leaders also took 

aim at the federal government. 
"Canada's opposition to the 

declaration has soured the first 
meeting of the Human Rights 
Council," said Beverly Jacobs, 
president of the Native Women's 
Association of Canada. "The 
council was created in the hope 
that states would set aside 
domestic considerations and 
work impartially to advance the 
human rights of all. It's a bitter 
disappointment that Canada 
would mar the very first session 
by openly pursuing a dubious 
domestic agenda." 

"We are grateful that the 
council has recognized the 
importance and urgency of 
moving ahead with human rights 
protections for Indigenous 
peoples," said National Chief 
Phil Fontaine. "It is very 
unfortunate that in trying to 

"When we talk 
about betrayal, we're 

not fooling around. 
We don't throw 

those words around 
lightly. And we're 

not the only ones 

that feel betrayed; 

other governments 
feel betrayed." 

-Kenneth Deer 
stand in the way of the 
declaration, Canada has done so 

much harm to its credibility and 
influence on a council that it 
worked so hard to create." 

International observers also 
criticized Canada's actions in 
Geneva. 

"We are outraged that Canada 
would demonstrate such bad faith 
in opposing a text that it helped 
write," said Alex Neve, secretary 
general of Amnesty International 
Canada. "It is even more 
astounding that Canada would 
then sty to persuade other states 
that another round of 
negotiations is needed. It was 
fortunate, though embarrassing 
for all Canadians, that Canada 
quickly found itself isolated on a 

council that was prepared to 
move forward with a principled 
defense of Indigenous peoples' 
human rights." 

(see Canada page 19.) 

Ontario communities draw line in sand 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

BIG TROUT LAKE, Ont. 

o As resource companies line up 
to pay multi -million dollar 
royalty fees to the provincial 
government for the right to 
harvest the vast untapped 
resource wealth of northern 
Ontario, First Nations have 
served notice that their interests 
can no longer be ignored. 

Two remote Ontario First 
Nations find themselves at 
ground zero in the battle to bring 
a halt to the jurisdictional ping 
pong game that gets played 
between federal and provincial 
governments when Aboriginal 
land rights are involved. 

The fight against resource 
harvesting permits issued by the 
province on lands under daim at 
the federal level has already landed 
in court. Ontario Superior Court 
Justice Nancy Spies ordered the 
province to pick op the $3- million 
legal bill for the ongoing dispute at 
Grassy Narrows. Lawyers for the 
band will make the case that Treaty 
3 protects their traditional lands 
from provincial jurisdiction. The 
judge ruled the case is of pressing 
public interest and told the Ontario 

government to pay the bills for 
both sides. 

The Asubpeeschoseewagong 
First Nation (formerly known as 
Grassy Narrows) is located 80 km 
north of Kenora. In December 
2002, Grassy Narrows established 
a blockade on a logging road in 
its territory where forestry 
companies Weyerhaeuser and 
Abitibi were logging under a 
provincial permit without the 
Aboriginal community's consent. 
Grassy Narrows has been unable 
to prevent the logging of the vast 
territory but continues to oppose 
it whenever possible. 

Hundreds of billions of dollars 
are at stake north of the 51st 
parallel. The question of resource 
revenue sharing for Native people 
in Canada could well be decided 

"[Mining companies come in helter- 

skelter, dig a hole, take out what's most 

valuable and leave behind some debris 

that's not very nice. And they essentially 

exclude Aboriginal people from having any 
say or any involvement in the economy" 

-Howard Hampton 
in this pan of the country. 

And it will be a battle. After 
members of the 
Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug 
First Nation (or KIFN, formerly 
known as Big Trout Lake) prevented 
mining exploration company 
Platinex from searching for 
platinum deposits on their 
traditional lands, the company 
fought back by filing a $10 -billion 
lawsuit against the band. The band 
filed a counterclaim naming the 
company and the province as 

defendants. 
KIFN is within the boundaries 

of the 1929 adhesion to Treaty. 9. 
The community of 1,550 
members is located 600 km 
northwest of Thunder Bay. 

KIFN Councillor Jon Cutfeet 
was reached by telephone as 

lawyers were making his council's 
case in Thunder Bay provincial 
court on June 24. He noted that 
the Stephen Harper government 
dismissed his council's concerns 
even though the rights of First 
Nations to be involved in 
meaningful consultation before 
action is taken on their 
traditional lands has been 
strengthened in several recent 
high court decisions, most 
notably in the Mikisew, Haida 
and Taku cases. 

But federal and provincial 
officials have been a slow on the 
uptake, Cutfeet said, forcing his 
community to go to court to 
force those governments to 
follow the rule of law. 

"The [federal] government sees 

us as executing criminal acts as we 

stand up for our rights, rights that 
are constitutionally entrenched. 
The federal government is claiming 
that this is a law enforcement issue 

for the province. They have a land 
claims policy that covers land 
entitlement cases of which we have 
an outstanding one," Cutfeet said. 

"Both Premier [Dalton] 
McGuinty and Prime Minister 
Harper talk about enforcing the 
rule of law as first peoples stand 
up for their land rights- rights 
that are entrenched in the 
Constitution, the highest law of 
the land. Both governments, 
however, fail to enforce this 
constitutional law. Either they are 
selective in which laws they 
enforce or they are intentionally 
ignoring constitutional law." 

Cutfeet, who holds the lands and 
environment portfolio on the 
KIFN council, said Ontario has not 
updated its mining act to be in 
compliance with the recent 
Supreme Court of Canada 
decisions. 

"Before they handed out the 
permit to Platinex to do drilling in 
our territory they never came and 
talked to us about it. That is the 
requirement of Mikisew, that 
before they hand out any permits 
to companies they need to consult 
with us," he said. 

(see Battleground page 12.) 
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Decisive first ballot win for Fontaine 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

VANCOUVER 

Jubilant supporters of National 
Chief Phil Fontaine arc claiming 
that history was made at 
Vancouver's Canada Place on July 
12. It was a short workday for the 
delegates on day two of the 27th 
Assembly of First Nations (AFN) 
annual general assembly as the 
incumbent made short work of his 

lone challenger, Chief Bill Wilson. 
At shortly after COO p.m. Pacific 

Time, the results of the first ballot 
were announced by AFN chief 
electoral officer Bob Johnson. Of 
the 493 ballots cast that morning, 
Fontaine picked up 373. That 
works out to 75.66 per cent. 

Only 117 or 23.73 per cent of 
the delegates voted for Wilson. 

"That's three histories," 
Fontaine supporter Robin 
Wortman told Windspeaker. "First 
ever first ballot win, biggest 
margin of victory and the first time 
anyone has earned a third term." 

Observers were watching for a 

significant number of spoiled 
ballots as a sign of protest of the 

limited choice of candidates. 
Many of those who opposed 
Fontaine were not prepared to 
support Wilson, but it turned out 
that the electronic voting system 

employed by the AFN makes it 

difficult to spoil a ballot. 
Johnson explained how it was 

that three ballots didn't count. 
"Three electors who approached 

the voting area walked away and 
declined to cast a vote, so the 
machines registered a blank 
ballot," he said. 

The eventual outcome was 
apparent after the candidate's 
forum the previous afternoon. 
Wilson gave a passionate, but 
rambling speech that received only 
polite applause at its conclusion. 
Fontaine's speech was well 
rehearsed and carefully crafted, full 

of details on his plans for the next 
three years but only rarely 
matching the passion of Wilson. 
But when it was done, the room 
exploded with applause and cheers 
and many delegates rose to their 
feet. 

Fontaine saved his passion for 
his victory speech. Surrounded by 

his family, friends and supporters, 
his voice quavered with emotion 
on several occasions as he laid out 
his agenda for the new term. - 

Fontaine thanked his supporters 
and family, including "my partner 
[University of Calgary law 
professor] Kathleen [Mahoney]." 

"I want to thank an individual 
that encouraged me when I was 

not so certain that I was going to 

run for this office again. He 
impressed upon me the 
importance of doing so. He 
supported me throughout the last 

three years in so many different 
ways, and I'm referring to my good 
friend who's been a friend of mine 
for years, Ken Hill." Hill is the lead 

partner in Six Nations cigarette 
company Grand River Enterprises. 

The national chief took note of 

Phil Fontaine has made history, according to supporters. First 

ever first ballot win, biggest margin of victory and the firs 

time anyone has earned a third term. 

the fact that protesters appeared ' "demonstrated in Geneva that 

at the site of the assembly the day 

before. 
"The fact that we have 

protesters trying to get our 
attention means we have to do 
our job better. We need to listen, 

we need to plan and we need to 

act and we need to take time to 

consider if we are doing well or 
not," he said. 

He told the chiefs that he will 

take on the Conservative federal 

government. The language he 

used throughout the first two 
days of the assembly was far 
more forceful than he has 
previously employed in his 
public statements. 

"You cast your ballots for 
accountability. Accountability, 
Prime Minister Harper. 
Accountability, Minister 
Prentice. You need to be 
accountable to us First Nations," 
he said to applause. ̀ I will insist 
on accountability for the 
millions wasted by bureaucrats 
doing badly what we do best. I 

will insist on accountability for 
the millions wasted in court 
trying to defeat our rights. I will 

insist on accountability for the 
millions wasted on perpetuating 
poverty instead of alleviating it." 

He pledged to not give up on 

the Kelowna agreement, despite 
the new government's apparent 
disinterest in pursuing it. 

"You have cast your ballot for 

principled, effective 
negotiations. We got an 

agreement in Kelowna -a 
unanimous, non -partisan 
nation -to- nation agreement. 
First ministers of every political 
stripe -Conservative, Liberal 
and NDP -all agreed to our 
plan, as did all of the other 
Aboriginal leaders. We are not 
going to let this agreement die. 
It is too important. It points the 
way out of poverty and that is 

our direction. We will stay the 
course," he said. 

Fontaine blasted the Harper 
government's decision to vote 
against the declaration on 
Indigenous rights. 

"The new government has 

they are prepared to align 
themselves with such human 
rights giants as Russia. Can you 

imagine? We will build a case. We 

will take our story to every 
Parliamentarian in Canada. We 
will take our case to the people 
of Canada and with our brothers 
and sisters to the people of the 
world. We will not stop until we 

see the United Nations general 
assembly adopt the declaration 
on the rights of Indigenous 
peoples," he said. 

He outlined the vision that will 

fuel the work of his third term. 
"I ask all of you here assembled 

to dream with me of where we 

will be in 10 years. To truly 
dream about the kind of life we 

deserve," he said. "The kind of 

homes we desperately need, safe 

and healthy communities, vibrant 

economies, our people taking their 
rightful place in this country. 
Standing proud and committing 
themselves once again to making 

this country the kind of place it 

deserves to he, one that honors all 

of 'ttss. citizens, and most 
impoñándy our people, the first 

peoples of this land." 

Bill Wilson gave an impassioned speech to the chiefs on day 

one of the assembly, but his presentation received only polite 

applause foretelling the result of the first ballot on clay two. 

But while Fontaine has earned 
a new mandate, it does not 
necessarily mean that all of the 
First Nations chiefs across Canada 
will accept his leadership. 

Number treaty chiefs will meet 
for an organizational meeting in 

Winnipeg at the end of July and 

may form a separate organization. 
Mississaugas of the New Credit 

(Ontario) Chief Bryan LaForme 
said his council and others in 

Ontario arc seriously considering 
leaving the AFN if there isn't a 

different approach in the new 
term. With close to 200 chiefs in 

British Columbia and those chiefs 

forming the basis of Fontaine's 
power base, some other regions 
are feeling left out. 

"In talking with some of the 
chiefs, there's other chiefs out 
there that feel the same way that I 
do that at the national level there's 

not enough being done to address 
some of the concerns that some 
of the other provinces have, such 

as land claims, treaty rights, that 
kind of thing. Ontario has 
virtually been invisible when it 
comes to those kinds of things at 

the national level with the 
national chief," said LaForme. 

During the campaign, Wilson 
and others argued that accepting 
the benefits of programs that are 

delivered at the discretion of the 
government rather than because 
of an acknowledged obligation 
allows any claim to having the 
right to receive those benefits to 
he undermined. LaForme agreed 
with that sentiment. 

"It does undermine rights and 
my responsibility as a leader in my 

community is to protect those 
rights that we have entrenched in, 

not only our Constitution, but in 

our treaties. And to agree to water 
them down to a degree because 
you're opting into certain 
programs, especially the Land 
Management Act and things like 

that, takes away and erodes our 
treaty rights as First Nations. And 
I'm not in a position to allow that 
to happen," the New Credit chief 
said. 

"I think Phil has got his own 

agenda and he's shown that 
through the past three years the 
chiefs' direction doesn't really 
mean anything and he's going to 
go ahead and follow his own 
agenda. 

(see Fontaine's page 12.) 
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Trouble still brewing at FNUC 
By Cheryl Petten 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

REGINA 

The First Nations University of 
Canada (FNUC) is set to 
commemorate 30 years of 
operations this fall -three years 
spent in its present form as a 
university and 27 as the 
Saskatchewan Indian Federated 
College -but only time will tell 
how much the institution will have 
to celebrate. 

That's because this fall the 
Association of Universities and 
Colleges of Canada (AUCC) is set 
to conduct a review of FNUC, 
where ongoing problems have 
thrown its membership in the 
association into question. 

The problems at FNUC first 
surfaced in February 2005 when 
Federation of Saskatchewan Indian 
Nations (FSIN) Vice -chief Morley 
Watson, who also chairs the FNUC 
board of governors, suspended 
three senior administrators. He 
then ordered copies of the 
university's central hard drive made, 
which contained faculty and 
student records and e- mails, and 
locked out administrative staff. 

A string of resignations and 
Firings followed. University 
]'resident Eber Hampton and vice- 
president, academic Denise 
Henning resigned their positions 
and Saskatoon campus dean 
Winona Wheeler, Regina campus 
dean Dawn Tato and executive 
assistant to the president Marlene 
torn- Sresner were relieved of their 
positions. Two of the three staff, 

hose suspensions began the 
¡roar, were also fired. 
A statement released by the 
UCC on June 15 said a review 

committee will visit the university 
o meet with FNUC board 

members, administrators, faculty, 
students and alumni. The 
committee members will consider 

Charles Pratt 

a number of issues, including 
university govemance, institutional 
autonomy and academic freedom, 
and will report its findings to the 
AUCC board. Any resulting board 
resolution regarding FNUC's 
membership in the AUCC 
membership fora final decision. 

Charles Pratt, acting president of 
FNUC, said he sees the impending 
AUCC review as positive, a move 
that will get the message out that 
troubled times at FNUC are a 
thing of the past. 

"We welcome the review 
initiated by AUCC," Pratt said. 
"Obviously the AUCC has received 
conflicting reports about how our 
university is run and we're glad that 
we're going to be given a chance to 
dear the air. Given the inaccuracies 
and innuendoes, I guess, and 
hearsay, in the media, we look 
forward to a fair, open and 
thorough review that will help set 
the record straight." 

Pratt said the image of FNUC 
as an institution in turmoil is 

simply a product of media 
coverage. 

"They don't want to get over the 
initial circumstances and events 
and move on," he said. "They don't 
realize that our university's top - 
rung, top notch, and if they come 
here first -hand, they'd see the facts 
and they'd see the truth." 
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A fact sheet about the university 
has been posted on the FNUC 
Web site claiming, among other 
things, that the school has made 
strides toward implementing the 
recommendations coming out of 
the all- chiefs task force struck in 
2005 to look into the problems 
within FNUC. 

"The 16 recommendations with 
regard to management have been 
or are in the process of being 
resolved or instituted, while the 
majority of the 16 
recommendations on governance 
are already implemented," the 
information sheet reads. 

One of the task force 
recommendations deals with limits 
to academic freedom within the 
university, but Pratt questioned the 
validity of those concerns. He said 
only two incidents relating to 
academic freedom have arisen at 
the school, neither of which has 
been proven. "So without those 
determinations we feel there's still 

a looming question about whether 
or not we can be criticized for 
violating academic freedom," he 
said. 

"We ensure an atmosphere in our 
university that's conducive to 
academic freedom and our staff and 
students are expected to display 
intellectual honesty, integrity and 
accountability. And we have a 
policy on academic freedom. We 
have a collective agreement that 
ensures that our faculty are 
protected whenever they [speak] 
their views on topics related to their 
interests." 

Dorothy Lane doesn't share 
Pratt's positive view of the current 
situation at the university. Lane 
chairs the University of Regina 
Faculty Association (URFA), 
which represents academic, 
professional, technical and 
administrative staff at FNUC. 

A total of 32 grievances have 
been filed with the URFA against 
FNUC since the university's 
troubles first began. Some of those 

grievances have to do with the 
actions that occurred in February, 
including the downloading of the 
hard drive and the lockout of 
employees. 

"There's also quite a few 
terminations, and the university 
still tends to be not following the 
collective agreement in terms of 
how it terminates people," Lane 
said. "There are cases, for instance, 
where a member comes in thinking 
that they're having a meeting about 
their performance and they're told 
that they're to leave the premises 
immediately and return their keys. 

And that's not the way that 
termination is supposed to happen, 
or dismissal for cause. So those 
things have happened, even in just 
the last few months, and we're 
dealing with those as well." 

Lane said the university's 
administration doesn't seem to 
understand the collective 
agreement, and doesn't appear to 
believe they have a responsibility to 
understand it. The number of 
grievances that have been filed 
against FNUC is unprecedented in 
the history of the URFA. 

"We've never filed that many 
grievances, total, over 10 years, 
much less in a single year- and -a- 

half. We're just in a sense forced to 
do that because there are violations 
and they're not being addressed in 
an adequate way." 

A loss of membership in the 
AUCC would have both practical 
and symbolic consequences for 
FNUC, Lane said. Students 
wouldn't be able to apply for 
student loans from the federal 
government and faculty wouldn't 
be able to apply for federal grant 
money but, thanks to the 
relationship between FNUC and 
University of Regina, they could get 

around that problem by applying 
as students and faculty of the 
University of Regina. The loss of 
membership would have no affect 
on degrees granted as they are 
granted by the University of 

Regina. ut I think we can't overlook 
the importance of it on a symbolic 
level," Lane said. "That is that this 
is the first time that AUCC has ever 

taken this step. And it's not about 
the governing body of AUCC, it's 

about the universities across the 
country who all care very much 
about the future of membership. 1 

think it will be a terrible loss for 
First Nations University because it 
had that status." 

As far as morale problems at 
FNUC, Lane said they have gone 
underground. 

"People aren't speaking out any 
more," she said. "We had a stage 
where people were writing letters 
to the editor and they were 
coming out very strongly on one 
side or another and now those 
people are just trying to get their 
work done ... and in many cases 
they're leaving the university all 

together. And that's another thing 
that's quite destructive, 
potentially, for the university. You 
keep seeing more people who are 
just despairing that anything will 
change and leaving." 

A case in point is that of Neal 
McLeod, who up until the end of 
June was an assistant professor 
responsible for co- ordinating 
honors and graduate studies within 
FNUC's department of Indigenous 
Studies. He resigned his position 
and is now heading up the 
Aboriginal Studies program at 
Trent University in Ontario. 

On July 10, McLeod issued an 
open letter to Vice-chief Watson. 
(see ll indapeaket s letter page 5.) 
McLeod said the reason he left the 
school was because he didn't agree 
with Watson's vision or leadership. 
He said morale has withered away 
due in part "to your draconian and 
systematic destruction of academic 
freedom in our institution." 

Mcleod said Watson needed to 
be challenged. "You cannot expect 
to disrupt so many lives and not 
be questioned." 
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Battleground Ontario 
(Continued from page 8.) 

Ontario NDP leader Howard 
Hampton grew up in northern 
Ontario and his constituency 
office is located in his hometown 
of Fort Francis. He addressed the 
chiefs at the 32nd annual All 

Ontario Chiefs Conference at 
KIFN on June 28. 

He encouraged the member 
First Nations of the Nishnswbe 
Aski Nation (NAN) to stand 
firm. 

"1 simply pointed out to 
everybody there, especially the 
NAN First Nations, that $80 
billion takeovers are only 
happening because mining 
companies see what's happening 
to the world price of gold, silver, 
nickel, zinc, copper, lead, you 
name it. The prices are all very 
high. There's a connection 
between that and the drive, by 
just about every mining 
company on the continent and 
some from off the continent, to 
get into NAN territory," he 
said. 

Hampton said the biggest 
part of northern Ontario is still 
untouched by resource 
companies. 

"If you look at mining in 
Ontario, the existing mining 
region extends from about the 
49th parallel up to almost the 
51st parallel. At Red Lake near 
the Manitoba border about 
$10- billion worth of gold has 
come out of there in the last 10 

to 15 years," he said. "That's a 

long slender belt. Most of NAN 
territory is immediately north 
of there. NAN territory is huge 
both geographically and in 
terms of its mineral potential. 
It's essentially the same geology 
and the mining companies 
know that, which is why all the 
mining companies are beating 
themselves up to get access to 
NAN territory. In many ways 
it is the last frontier in Canada 
because no mining 
development -with two small 
exceptions -have been 
permitted there since the mid - 
1970s. In the mid- 1970s, 
because of some political issues 
that arose at the time, all 
development of the north in 
forestry and mining was 
essentially suspended while the 
Royal Commission on the 
Northern Environment was 
held." 

While First Nations in other 
regions have sat at negotiating 
tables and looked out the 
window as trucks rolled by 
loaded with the resource wealth 
From the lands that were the 
subject of the negotiations, 
Ontario First Nations have 
learned not to fall into that trap, 
he said. 

"I really take my hat off to the 
people of KI because they're 
obviously taking on a battle for 
all of the NAN First Nations. I 
told the chiefs 'It's very 
important that you win this.' 
Mining and forestry can be 

done with some good 
environmental rules and some 
land use planning with 
Aboriginal people having some 
control over what happens and 
being able to share the revenues 
and share in the economy. 
That's one option," he said. 
"But the other route that has 
been followed too often in the 
past is that mining companies 
come in helter -skelter, dig a 
hole, take out what's most 
valuable and leave behind some 
debris that's not very nice. And 
they essentially exclude 
Aboriginal people from having 
any say or any involvement in 
the economy." 

He pointed out that NAN 
chiefs are not opposed to 
development. 

"The consensus that has been 
expressed is that they're not 
opposed per se to mining 
activity, nor are they opposed 
per se to forestry activity. But 
the communities are saying 
after you sit down with us and 
negotiate and sign a 
comprehensive agreement like 
the Quebec agreement, then we 
can talk about individual 
mining sites, mining 
exploration and forestry 
development operations," 
Hampton said. "Until those 
issues are addressed I don't 
think NAN First Nations are 
going to allow any of this to 
proceed. Frankly, I'm in 100 per 
cent agreement." 

A lot of miles are put on a vehicle during pow wow season and you 
can't take a chance of breaking down! White BuffaloAuto will find you 

the reliability you need in a auto that's ready to go, even if you're 
driving from Wikwemikong to Kamloopa ! 

Fontaine's challenge 
(Continued front page 9.) 

But Bryan IaForme said Phil 
Fontaine will get time to show he's 
willing to listen to concerns of the 
First Nations that didn't support 
him. He said, for all the talk of 
leaving the AFN, there has not yet 
been any concrete preparation to 
actually make the move. 

"To my knowledge no there 
hasn't been. They would just 
withdraw. Maybe they would align 
themselves together or maybe 
attempt to go with another 
organization. We've given it some 
thought around the council table 
but not a lot has come out of it 
because we were sort of waiting to 

see how the election's going to go 

and to see what Phil's going to do. 
But if he continues on the same 
path that he's on right now, we'll 

probably withdraw." 
Bill Wilson gave a very gracious 

concession speech. After 
congratulating Fontaine, he 
provided some encouragement for 

the chiefs, and a few laughs. 

"My purpose in coming to this 
assembly as a nominee was to raise 

new issues that had to be dealt with 
and I'm very pleased and proud of 
the fact that those issues did come 
to the fore. Not enough people 
supported them but that's 
democracy," he said. 

He urged young people and 
women to get involved in AFN 
politics. 

"I'll tell you what I want you to 
do," he said. "When Phil comes up 
here in his walker three years from 
now, l want him to be competing 
against two or three women and 
two or three young people." 

He offered a bit of final advice. 
"I think that we have to recognize 

that the enemy is not within. The 
enemy is out there. And it isn't the 
non -Indian people. It's their 
institutions, discrimination and 
racism and other things like that. 
What we require in Indian 
Country is a more positive 
approach rather than complaining 
about the things that go on. The 
things that happen in our 
communities are horrendous, but 
we can change them. We can 
change those conditions," he said. 
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Sport and culture celebrated in Denver 
By Laura Stevens 
Windspeaker Stall Writer 

DENVER, CO 

The excitement of the 
thousands of spectators 
gathered for the ceremonies that 
would kick off the 2006 North 
American Indigenous Games 
(NAIG) in Denver intensified 
as the 7,000 -plus athletes 
representing 31 delegations 
from across Canada and the 
United States streamed on to 
INVESCO Field on July 2. 

As emcees Waneek Horn - 
Miller and Drew Lacapa 
welcomed each team into the 
1.8- million sq. ft stadium, the 
crowd roared their appreciation 
as athletes proudly waved and 
shouted their team names with 
enthusiasm. 

Quarter -sized rain drops fell 
on to the heads of the 10,000 
Indigenous athletes and coaches 
and 45,000 volunteers and 
spectators, but the rain didn't 
seem to dampen the celebratory 
mood. Instead, it was as if 
everyone in the stadium soaked 
up the rains and used it to re- 
energize, which resulted in a full 
volume round of applause for 
the athletes, which positively 
left everyone 
with goose 
bumps of joy. 

As the rain 
subsided, 
Chairman of 
the Southern 
Ute Indian 
T r i b e 

Clement J. 
Frost took to 
the stage and 
welcomed 
everyone to 
the sixth 
games, which 
took place 
from July 2 to 
July 9. 

" T h e 

Creator 
blessed us 
today with 
this moisture 
to wish us 
well," said 
Frost. "I hope 
you except 
this moisture to help you with 
the games to come. We thank 
you all for being here and we 
support you." 

As a representative of one of 
the host sponsors for the 
games -the Southern Ute and 
the Ute Mountain Ute Tribes 
pledged a combine total of $1.2 
million as host sponsors of the 
games -Frost discussed the 
importance of NAIG to the 
young participants. 

"You show that you are our 
future leaders just by being 
here," he said. "You are our 
wealth, you are our vision and 
you are our pride, always. I wish 
all of you well." 

Before the opening 
ceremonies, spectators were 

Austin Box, a Tae Kwon Do coach representing Team Colorado, 
waits for the signal to lead in the traditional dancers and 
participating teams during opening ceremonies. 

Emcees Drew Lacapa and Waneek Horn -Miller 

entertained by a variety of 
Aboriginal performances. Visitors 
were treated to some of the local 
Denver talent, such as DJ Abel, 
DJ Tribal Touch and the Denver 
Native Break Dancers. Also, 
funny man Don Burnstick kept 
the crowd amused with his Native 
humor, focusing on First Nations 
people, their habits, likes and 
dislikes. Burnstick is a Cree from 
the Alexander First Nation 
located on the outskirts of 
Edmonton. 

Also on the opening ceremony 
schedule was Red Power Squad. 
This hip hop group is based in 
Alberta, and states as a goal their 
hope to empower youth. 
Through their gripping 
performances and motivational 

MOMS BV LAURA STEVEN 

speaking they address many 
issues, including gang lifestyle, 
dysfunctional families, drug and 
alcohol abuse, HIV and AIDS, 
life on the streets to life on the 

and the importance of 
education. 

One of the most memorable 
cultural performances had to be 
from the Ute Mountain Ute Bear 
Dancers. Just as the cultural 
performance was being 
introduced, the sun began to peak 
as if to welcome them. The Bear 
Dance is a unique social dance 
that is meant as a celebration to 
welcome spring. 

Rita King from the Ute 
Mountain Ute Tribe and Kenny 
Frost, a Southern Ute Tribal 
member, demonstrated the 

dance. Both King and Frost have 
been dancing as partners for 40 
years. Approximately 18 dancers 
took to the field and they 
positioned themselves in two lines 
with nine on either side. As the 
men began to play thick- ribbed 
sticks on a steel bench, the 
dancers took 
their partners 
and did a 
two-step back 
and forth. 
The Ute Bear 
Dance is one 
of the oldest 
dances that 
the tribe 
performs, 
usually in late 
May or early 
June. 

"The bear 
start to wake 
up," said 
Frost. 

1 n 

attendance Willie Litt 

opening day was Willie 
Littlechild, also of Alberta, whose 
vision led to the first Indigenous 
games. Without that vision, 
athletes, such as Newell Lewey 
from Wabamaki, Maine, wouldn't 
have been able to showcase his 
track and field talents. 

Team Maine was one of the 
smallest teams competing in the 
games with a total of 14 athletes 
participating in golf, basketball 
and track and field. Newell said 
the medals were not as significant 
as the whole experience of 
participating in the games 
themselves. 

"I hope the athletes come out 
of this with a positive experience," 
said Lewey, the team's chef de 
mission. Lewey had a son who 
would also be competing in the 
track and field competitions. 

"I hope they're competitive, but 
stressing that's not the important 
part. The important part is 
participation and the mingling 
with other people," he said. 

Littlechild's dream for a North 
American Indigenous Games 
became a reality in 1990 with the 
first games held in Edmonton. 
Three years later in 1993, Prince 
Albert, Sask. hosted the second 
games. Littlechild's dream 
continued in 1995, when the 
games were held in Blaine, 
Minnesota. The 1997 NAIG was 
held in Victoria, B.C. The last 
time athletes participated in the 
games was in Winnipeg in 2002. 

In 1977, Littlechild spoke of 
the games at the Annual 
Assembly of the World Council 
of Indigenous Peoples in Sweden. 

Littlechild told Windspeaker 
that the idea to create the games 
came from personal experiences 
with sports and the impression 
that he was left with. He was a 
multi -sport athlete, though his 
favorite was baseball. He also 
compered in high -level hockey 
and swimming. He said he 
competed in 10 different other 
sports, but those three were the 
highlights of his sports career. As 

a young athlete, Littlechild won 

10 Athlete of the Year awards. 
"Each of those contributed to 

whether it was in business 
or in education," said the 
former Member of Parliament 
for Wetaskiwin. "All of my 
experiences I owe to sports, 
therefore I wanted other people 

to have that 
opportunity. 

"I always 
tried to think 
the thought 
of what 
would have 
happened had 

not 
participated 
in sports. It 
probably 
would have 
b c c 

negative," 
s a i 

Littlechild. "I 
would've 
been one of 

tt lechìld those terrible 
statistics that we here about 
all of the time." 

Littlechild recounts a. 
comment that he heard around 
the time of the second 
Indigenous games about 
Aboriginal people having the 
highest rate of suicide 
compared to other populations 
in the world. 

"Three months before the 
games and three months after 
the games, there was not one 
suicide, not one suicide in any 
Indigenous communities in 
Canada that I heard of 
anyways," said Littlechild, the 
first treaty Indian from 
Alberta to obtain a law 
degree. 

"I thought `Wow, the games 
are giving our young people 
a hope that there is a better 
future, that they would 
choose life rather then a 

negative choice. So, it's 
experiences like that, I think, 
that are the real successes of 
the games." 

Littlechild's vision for the 
games is for athletes, coaches 
and spectators to share in the 
multi -sport and culture 
celebration. 

"To support each other in an 
event like this, I think, is very 
important and people go away 
with a feeling, a spirit, that I 

think keeps them going to face 
any kind of challenges," said 
Littlechild. 

"It's not just the participation 
of athletes or of cultural 
participation, but it's just the 
inner feeling you get, the pride 
that you experience. I call it 
sometimes the winning spirit 
that we have in all of us, to be 
able to feel that and to share it 
with whomever we are with, 
whether it's family or 
community. The winning 
spirit, it's a feeling that it is good 
to bean Indigenous person and 
I think that's one of the deepest 
experiences that one can go 
away with. It keeps them going 
in life." 

North American Indigenous Games 2006 
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Not even rain could 
dampen the enthusiasm of 
the young athletes who 
marched onto INVESCO 
Field in Denver on July 2 
for opening ceremonies. 
Pictured here from top to 

bottom are members of 
teams Manitoba, Eastern 
Door of the North (left), 

Yukon, the Siksika Nation 
in Alberta and members of 
the Denver Native Break 
Dancers. (Right) Retired 
from the United States 
Navy, Gary Hayes is a 
member and councillor of 
the Ute Mountain Ute 
Tribe. He proudly carries 
the American flag during 
grand entry. 
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Practice makes perfect for senior athletes. 

Competition was fierce, but participation fueled the fire. 

Sixteen - year -old Bridgette Ten Bears and 19- yearold Natasha Black Hawk are two young boxers 
representing Team North Dakota. 

Team Ontario 
Girls 13 and 14 

huddle around 
their coach as 
they go over the 
team list and 
game plays for 
their first 
volleyball game. 
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(Above) Sixteen- year -old James Marshall from 
Membertou First Nation, N. S. practices for his 

competition event on Wednesday 

(left) Sixteen -year -old Bree Menge. 

Team Saskatchewan congratulates each other after they score against Team Kansas. 
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A Gathering 
The North American 

Indigenous Games competition 
has been described as a big 

powwow. Certainly cultural 
dance had an important role 

to play in the celebration of the 

games in Denver on July 2 
during opening ceremonies. 

Photos by Laura Stevens 
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Windspeaker's Special Section Serving the Aboriginal People of Ontario 

LAURA STEVENS 

Some of Ontario's best Aboriginal athletes were In Denver, Colorado from July 2 to 8, taking part in the North American Indigenous Games. The week- 
long celebration of Indigenous sport and culture drew 7,500 athletes from across Canada and the United states who competed In 16 sporting events. 
For more images from the games, turn to page 3. 

New strategy puts Pikangikum in the driver's seat 
Pikangikum First Nation has leadership role in community- input from Pikangikum Elders, began the community -based The land -use strategy could 

taken a huge step forward in its based land use planning, who shared Indigenous land use planning initiative in result in adding more than 
efforts to preserve its natural allowing for the creation of knowledge and provided 2003, but the roots of the new 400,000 hectares of land to the 

resources while providing strategies that strike a balance information about what strategy go back a decade to province's protected areas 

opportunities for future between economic activities should take place on 1996, when former Pikangikum system through a new 
generations thanks to the development, effective the lands. chief Jonah Strang wrote to the partnership between 
provincial government's environmental stewardship and "Keeping the Land embodies ministry requesting that Pikangikum First Nation and 

approval of Keeping the Land, respect for Aboriginal values, the wisdom of our Elders and the discussions begin regarding the Ontario Parks. 

a land -use strategy for the traditions and way of life. A vision of the people of creation of community -based The strategy also addresses 

Whitefeather Forest and number of other First Nation Pikangikum for the future of this forestry opportunities for the the need to protect species at 

surrounding area. The strategy communities located within community and our children," young people of Pikangikum. risk, such as the woodland 
received the stamp of approval Ontario's vast northern boreal Pikangikum Chief Dan Owen Making a future for future caribou, identifying protected 

from Natural Resources region are involved in the said when the province's generations is particularly areas suitable for caribou 
Minister David Ramsay on June Northern Boreal Initiative, but approval of the strategy was important for Pikangikum, a habitat, calving areas and travel 
26. Pikangikum is the first to get to announced. "In partnership with community where about 75 per corridors. 

Keeping the Land is a ground- this stage in the process. Ministry of Natural Resources cent of the 2,000 -plus members "This strategy, prepared in 
breaking strategy, the first of its The Keeping the Land land- staff we've ensured the strategy are under the age of 25. partnership with Pikangikum 
kind prepared under the use strategy was developed by reflects our Anishinaabe values Although the land -use plan First Nation, will lead to a 

Ministry of Natural Resources Pikangikum in partnership with and highlights our shared does include strategies for using brighter future for First Nation 
(MNR) Northern Boreal the MNR. The input of First responsibilities for the land." the Whitefeather forest for youth and benefit all Ontarians." 

Initiative, which was established Nations organizations, The land in question is the commercial forestry; it also Ramsay said. "We are working 
in 2000 to provide northern First environmental groups, Whitefeather Forest, 1.3 million includes other usage for the hard on behalf of Aboriginal 
Nation communities with representatives from the hectares of northern boreal area, including non -timber communities and the North and 

opportunities for resource -based tourism, forestry and mining forest located north of Red Lake forest products, mineral I congratulate Pikangikum First 
economic development. industries, local hunters and that falls within the traditional development, tourism and Nation for taking a leadership 

Through the initiative, First anglers and the local territory of the people of recreation. It also looks at role in land use planning and 

Nation communities like municipalities were considered Pikangikum. customary uses of the land and look forward towards a brighter 
Pikangikum can take on a in drafting the strategy, as was Pikangikum and the MNR creation of protected areas. future for its young people." 

Anishinabek Nation takes steps to restore language 
Anishinaabe -mowin -the language during the annual is the vision of this official within the Anishinabek Nation latest intheAnishinabek Nations' 

Ojibwe language -is now the Grand Council Assembly held language policy that our people will be encouraged to adopt efforts to revive usage of the 

official language of the June 12 to 14 on Sand Point will once again think in Ojibwe immersion programs to Ojibwe language. An 
Anishnabek Nation. First Nation. Anishinaabe -mowin by better teach the language to Anishinaabe-Mushkegowuk- 

The chiefs of the 42 "Our language is sacred, and ensuring that Ojibwe is once students, and language Onkwehonwe Language 
communities that make up the protecting and restoring it is a again the language of our programs will be established for Commission is also being created 

Anishinabek Nation voted to priority for our chiefs," Grand ceremonies, our gatherings and First Nation employees. to assist First Nations across 

adopt a resolution declaring Council Chief John Beaucage our working life." The passing of the official Ontario with their language 
Anishinaabe -mowin its official said regarding the resolution. "It Under the resolution, schools languages resolution is just the development needs. 
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Province buys disputed land 
The Ontario government has 

agreed to pay Henco Industries 
Limited $12.3 million for the 
Douglas Creek Estates property 
in Caledonia that has been 
occupied by Aboriginal 
protestors since Feb. 28. 

The occupation was begun to 
draw attention to Six Nations' 
claim to the lands on which 

Henco planned to build a 600- final decision is made regarding 
home subdivision. The property ownership of the property. 
in question is part of a large The province has also agreed 
section of land deeded to Six to further compensate the 
Nations by the government of developer for loss of future 
Upper Canada in 1784 and profits it will incur by walking 
ownership was never away from its proposed housing 
surrendered, Six Nations development, but the exact 
contends. The land will be held amount of that compensation is 
in trust by the province until a still under negotiation. 

Anishnabek communities to butt -out 
The chiefs of the Anishnabek 

Nation have committed to make 
their communities smoke -free. 

. The chiefs voted to adopt a 
resolution during their grand 
council assembly held on Sand 
Point First Nation from June 12 

to 14 that will be used to phase 
in no smoking policies within 

the Anishnabek Nation's 42 
member communities. 

The resolution calls for 
creation and promotion of laws 
and regulations that respect the 
traditional use of tobacco while 
regulating smoking in First 
Nations public buildings and 
areas. The regulations will also 

take aim at addressing high 
smoking rates among youth. 

A plan for creating and 
implementing the non -smoking 
regulations is expected to be 
developed by the fall, with an 
eye to having the first member 
communities become smoke - 
free early in 2007. 

Province funds summer jobs for youth 
The Ontario government has 

announced $500,000 in funding 
to support programs aimed at 
providing summer employment 
and training opportunities to 
Aboriginal youth. 

The money, announced by 
Minister of Natural Resources 
and Aboriginal Affairs David 
Ramsay on June 27, will be 
divided between two programs, 
the Aboriginal Youth Work 
Exchange Pilot Program and the 
First Nations Natural Resources 
Youth Employment Program. 

The Aboriginal Youth Work 
Exchange Pilot Program will 
provide Aboriginal youth with 
advanced training, job skills and 
experience to prepare them for 
possible careers in natural 
resources or within the 
provincial public service. 
Twenty placements will be 
created -10 in northeastern 
Ontario and 10 in the 
northwestern portion of the 
province. 

Students chosen to take part 
will spend eight weeks in the 

program for three consecutive 
summers. 

The First Nations Natural 
Resources Youth Employment 
Program is designed to prepare 
First Nations youth for potential 
careers in forest or natural 
resource sectors. The program 
has been running since 2000 and 
has already provided training 
and summer employment to 165 
youth. The newly announced 
money will fund placements for 
30 youth this year and another 
30 next summer. 

NAN to hold elections 
Three candidates have thrown 

their hats into the ring to vie for 
the position of Nishnawbe Aski 
Nation (NAN) grand chief, 
including current Grand Chief 
Stan Beardy. 

Also running for the NAN 
executive's top position are 
Brian Davey, managing partner 
and co- founder of First Nations 
Equity Inc.; and Mike 
Metatawabin, chief of Fort 
Albany First Nation and 
president of Five Nations 
Energy Inc. 

Nine candidates are running 
to fill the executive's three 
deputy grand chief spots - 
filmmaker and former Taykawa 
Tagamou First Nation chief 
Roseanne Archibald; John D. 
Beardy, air delivery unit 
manager for Wasaya Airways; 
NAN forestry advisor David 
Flood; Michael Fox, resource 
sectoral specialist with the 
Nishnawbe Aski Development 
Fund; former public education 
co- ordinator with Nishnawbe 
Aski Legal Services 
Corporation Ivan Iserhoff: Deer 

Foundation f unds 
Two organizations from 

Ontario are among nine chosen 
to receive funding through the 
National Aboriginal 
Achievement Foundation 
Cultural Projects Bursary 
program. The Woodland 

Lake First Nation Chief Archie 
Meekis; Bill Nothing, executive 
director of NAN's Office of the 
Grand Chief; Terry Waboose, 
process co- ordination unit 
director in NAN's governance 
department; and incumbent 
candidate Alvin Fiddler. The 
two other current deputy grand 
chiefs, Goyce Kakegamic and 
Dan Kooses, are not running in 
the upcoming election. 

Although NAN is in the 
process of adopting a universal 
vote system that will see each 
member vote to elect executive 
council members, it was 
determined that more public 
education is needed before the 
new system is implemented. As 
a result, the upcoming election 
will use the standard voting 
system, with NAN chiefs 
selecting the executive council. 

The election will take place on 
Aug. 3 during the Keewaywin 
NAN Chiefs Assembly on 
Sachigo Lake First Nation. For 
more information, visit the 
NAN election Web site at 
www.nanelection.ca. 

projects 
Cultural Centre in Brantford 
will receive $5,000 to help it 
mount the Planet IndigenUs arts 
festival in 2007, while Kaha:wi 
Dance Theatre in Hagersville 
will get $20,000 to help fund its 
Here on Earth tour. 

The most respected Aboriginal 
publication in Canada featuring 
award-winning coverage of the news 

and events important to Canada's 

Aboriginal people 

News, editorials, columns, humour, 
features and much more - k's all in 

every issue of Windspeaker. 

A new edition at your home or 
office every month for the low 
price of $40.00 per year. 
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SASK 
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Alberta Sweetgrass provides coverage of 
the news and events from Alberta's 
Aboriginal communities. 

Profiles of youth, elders, artists, writers 
and many others from communities 
throughout Alberta - every month. 

SAVE!! Receive Alberta 
Sweetgrass every month for only 
$15.00 per year when you subscribe 
to Windspeaker. 

Saskatchewan Sage provides coverage of 
the news and events from 
Saskatchewan's Aboriginal communities. 

Profiles of youth, elders, artists, writers 
and many others from communities 
throughout Saskatchewan - every 

month. 

SAVE!! Receive Saskatchewan 
Sage every month for only $15.00 
per year when you subscribe to 
Windspeaker. 
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Raven's Eye provides coverage of the Ontario Birchbark provides coverage 

news and events from British Columbia of the news and events from 
and the Yukon's Aboriginal communities. Ontario's Aboriginal communities. 

Profiles of youth, elders, artists, writers Profiles of youth, elders, artists, 

and many others from communities 
r 

and many others from 
throughout British Columbia and Yukon communities throughout Ontano - every month. - very month. 

Receive Raven's Eye every Receive Ontario Birchbark every 
month when you subscribe to month when you subscribe to 
Windspeaker. Windspeaker. 

`BC x Yukon addresses only!' 'Ontario addresses only!' 

SPECIAL $15 SUBSCRIPTION OFFER 
I WINDSPEAKER ONLY 

1 YEAR (12 ISSUES) 

$40.00 plus GST 

El ADD ALBERTA SWEETGRASS 
I YEAR (12 ISSUES) 
$15.00 plus GST 
(Gel Sweelgrass onlf for $25.00 +GST) 

o ADD SASKATCHEWAN SAGE 
1 YEAR (12 ISSUES) 
$15.00 plus GST 

(Get Sage only for $20.00 +GST) 

Nome: 

Address- 

City / Town: 

Province: Postal /zip 

Phone 

PLEASE ENCLOSE CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER 
OR CHARGE TO YOUR VISA/ MASTERCARD NUMBER 

FAX THIS ORDER FORM TO (780) 455-7639 

VISA: EXPIRY DATE: 

SIGNATURE: 

Send to: AMMSA 13245 - 146 Street Edmonton Alberta T5L 458 OR Phone TOLL FREE 1- 800 -661 -5469 
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Ontario's best shine at Indigenous games 

Willie Littlechild (wearing headdress), whose vision of 
creating a celebration of Indigenous sport and culture grew 
into the North American Indigenous Games (NAIG), marches 
In the opening ceremonies for NAIG 2006 in Denver, 
Colorado. Joining Littlechild are a delegation of athletes 
representing the Metis Nation. 

Photos by Laura Stevens 

Don't Feed the Bears: 
Fill bird feeders only through 
the winter months. 

In an immediate emergency call your local police or 911. 
To report bear problems call: 

1 866 514 -2327 (1 866 514 -BEAR) m 705 945-7641 

For more information, visit our website: 

bears.mnr.gov.on.ca 
m d pad by m,co...n.MoiOntario. 

Ministry of Natural Resources QQ Ontario 

Right -Team 
Ontario 
enters the 
stadium at 
INVESCO 
Field in 
Denver, 
Colorado 
during 
opening 
ceremonies 
for the 2006 
North 
American 
Indigenous 
Games. 
Featuring 
competition 
in 16 sports, 
the games 
ran from July 
2 to 8. 

Richard 
Menard, a 

member of 
Team 
Ontario's 
boxing team, 
lets the 
crowd at the 
opening 
ceremonies 
of NAIG 
2006 know 
he's ready to 
compete. 
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M'Chigeeng First Nation members receive honors 
BV LAURA STEVENS 

Birchbark Writer 

M'CHIGEENG 
FIRST NATION 

The achievements of more 
than a hundred M'Chigeeng 
graduates, employees and 
athletes were recognized July 8 

as the community held its 
education awards and 
community recognition 
celebration and marked the 25th 
anniversary of the M'Chigeeng 
First Nation Education 
Program. 

M'Chigeeng Chief Joseph 
Hare served as master of 
ceremonies for the event and 
welcomed everyone to the 
celebration. Before proceeding 
with the opening remarks, Hare 
welcomed Joseph Fox to the 
stage to give the opening prayer 
and respectful smudging. 
Medicine Star Drum was then 
called to the stage to sing the 
honor song. 

The co- ordinators for the 
evening's events, post- 
secondary counsellor Justeen 
Debassige, education counsellor 
Sandra Taibossigai and 
education researcher Lyndsay 
Taibossigai, all agreed that the 
evening was a success, although 
they were disappointed by the 
turn out. 

"I was expecting more people 
to attend but I know that some 
of them had prior commitments, 
like weddings in town," said 
Debassige. 

After extending a big thanks 
to the people who made the 

award ceremonies happen, Hare 
proceeded to educate the 
audience about the history of the 
M'Chigeeng board of 
education. 

"Time goes by so really very 
fast and it's events like this that 
help us remember what has 
happened in the years," said 
Hare. 

In 1980, M'Chigeeng gained 
control of its education 
department, giving it 
responsibility for elementary, 
secondary and post- secondary 
students. The education 
department funds 
approximately 200 post- 
secondary students each year, 
about a quarter of whom attend 
on a part-time basis. 

"Perseverance is what you 
need to be a better person and 
do your best," said Hare. "I 
encourage you to learn as much 
as you can. You don't want to 
be in the basement. You want to 
be on the top floor. There's no 
elevator, only stairs that lead to 
where you want to be and that's 
the top." 

Two of the eight Ontario 
secondary school graduates who 
completed their studies during 
the 2004 -2005 school year 
attended the evening events to 
pick up their awards. Fourteen 
secondary school students 
graduating during the 2005- 
2006 will go on to further their 
studies in post- secondary 
education. 

The list of post- secondary 
students graduating in 2004- 
2006 was the longest called out 

LAURA STEVENS 

Michael White, Kristy Corbiere and Brent Debassige (left to right) were among the keynote 
speakers taking part in the July 8 celebration marking the 25th anniversary of the 
M'Chigeeng First Nation Education program. Also pictured is Justeen Debassige, post- 
secondary counsellor with the education program who helped co- ordinate the celebration. 

Saturday night. About half of the 
40 recipients that were called 
were there to accept their award 
or had their parents in 
attendance to accept the award 
on their behalf. 

Kristy Corbiere, an electrical 
engineering technology 
graduate, was at the ceremonies 
to accept her award, and also to 
speak about the three years she 
spent at Sault College. 

"This program is very 
rewarding," said Corbiere. "You 
don't do the same thing all of 
the time. It would be good if 
more women would go into the 
same program I did." 

Other keynote speakers 
included Neil Debassige, 
principal at Lakeview public 

school; Brent Debassige, who is 
working toward his PhD in 
Education at York University; 
and Michael White, who is set 
to earn his masters degree from 
the University of Toronto's 
archeology program in the fall. 

Following the keynote 
addresses, awards were given 
out to M'Chigeeng employees 
who were recognized for their 
years of service in the 
community, with special 
recognition awards handed out 
for community spirit, years of 
service and recognizing 
individuals who were retiring. 

Athletic awards were given 
out to Katherine Corbiere, 
Deana Debassige and Natalie 
Lukiw, who all were 

participating in the 2006 North 
American Indigenous Games in 
Denver, Colorado and were 
unable to accept their awards. 

Once all of the awards were 
handed out, the floor opened up 
to anyone interested in speaking 
about their post- secondary 
experience. 

Perry Bebamash an electrical 
engineering technology 
graduate, was the only one who 
jumped at the opportunity. He 
talked about spending three 
years studying at Conestoga 
College and said that dancing 
traditionally is what helped him 
through school. 

The evening closed out with 
Mediciine Star Drum singing 
the honor song. 
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Largest prize payout of any Aboriginal photo contest in Canada 

Winners are just regular people like you! 
Just ask Deborah Nelson of, Kaslo, B.C. or Jacqueline Pitchenese of Dryden, Ontario 

1M0,í 4 

$1500 

11 

Entries may be colour sides or prints (no Polaroids, please), n 
than 8" x 101. Subject of photos must be Aboriginal. A maximurra. " ".' 
(4) photo entries per person. Photographs that have been previously 
published or won a photographic award are NOT eligible. By submitting'. 
the photo(s) you confirm that you are the exclusive rights holder of the 
photo(s). Each entry must be labeled with the entrant's name. This 
information should be printed on the back of the photograph or on the 
slide frame la grease pencifworks best), or on an attached label. ('lint: 
To prevent damage, do not stamp or write heavily on the back ofyoufi 
prints. Package your entries carefully in a protective cardboard sleeve.; 
Entries must be accompanied by a list of the pictures enclosed. The list. 
should include your full name, address and daytime phone number., 
Entrants under 18 must enclose permission of a parent/guardian. Sorry, 
submitted entries and photos cannot be retumed. Windspeaker and 
Scotiabank are not responsible for roster delayed entries. The selected 
winning photos shall become the property of Windspeaker. 
Professionals and amateurs may enter Photographs will be judged on 
creativity and technical excellence and how they best capture, the 
contest theme. A panel of judges will select the prize winners. Their 
decisions are final. Winner will be notified by phone. Photo contest ruled 

ealso available online at http: //www.ammsa,com /snap 
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More to NAIG than just medals 
Of course the teams participating 

in the North American Indigenous 
Games (NAIG) wanted to win as 
many medals as they could for their 

regions, but athletes, coaches and 
supporters say there is much more 
to the games than the hardware. 

"I told the kids to go out there 

and have fun and build 
relationships with the other youth 
because that's what it's all about," 
said Duane Waukau, chef de 

URBAN ABORIGINAL 
COMMUNITY DIALOGUE PROCESS 

COMMUNITY 
ACTION CIRCLES 
Creating Options 
The Urban Aboriginal Community 
Dialogue Process is Aboriginal 
community- driven, Aboriginal 
community -led and inclusive 
of all interested individuals 
and organizations. 

During the Next Steps 
of this process, the 
community will be 
supported in creating 
options for action based 
on priorities identified by 
the community as noted in 
the Your City, Your Voice Report 
(For more information visit: 
www.edmonton.ca/aboriginalaccord) 

DISCOVER' 
COMMON r'' 

INTERESTS FP 

Community Action Circles are planned for September, 2006. For 
more information on how you and your organization can participate, 
call (780) 944 -7602 or e-mail: aboriginal.accord @edmonton.ca 

Bannock and refreshments served. 

*Vega urtxn.lfa,c 

lrïnton Alberta o.;.,orm 
Pri =.2r= Canadä 

mission for Team Wisconsin. "For 
sure we want to win the medal, but 
I want the kids to enjoy being here. 
Being at INVESCO Field, I'd say, 
is the number one experience 
because you're coming in with all 
of the Native youth in the country 
and that will bean awesome feeling 
to be part of" 

Team Wisconsin has athletes 
competing in basketball, baseball, 
volleyball and athletics. This is 

Wisconsin's fourth time competing 
in the games. The baseball team 
took gold and two bronzes, the 
volleyball team served up a bronze 
medal and the basketball team 
dunked silver and two bronzes 
during the games held in Winnipeg 
in 2002. 

"The kids are holding their 
own," said Waukau. "There should 
be some very good competition this 
year because there are a lot more 
U.S. teams, so I'm really looking 
forward to that." 

The NAIG is a multi -sport 
competition for youth between the 
ages of 13 and 19 and adults 20 
years and older. 

Thirteen-year-old, Leona Cook, 
Woodland Cree from 
Saskatchewan, sees the advantages 
that the games provide. She has met 
a number of athletes from other 
regions that she says are very 
interesting. As one of the players 
with the most volleyball experience, 
Cook said her volleyball team had 
only three practices together before 
attending the games, however they 
won their first game against Kansas. 

"We all thought that we wouldn't 
win because we were looking at the 
other girls and they looked good 
in practice," said Cook. "We melt 
surprised that we won." 

During the first day of basketball 
and volleyball competition at the 
Gold Crown Field House, 
Windspeaker caught up with 
Minnesota's basketball Coach 
Daniel Ninham. His midget boys 
team had just won their second 
game, but coach Ninham appeared 
calm and collected, as if expecting 
the win. 

When asked if there was a 

specific team that he was maybe 

concerned about he said "Every 
team that we play against we're 
concerned about. It doesn't matter 
who it is." 

He expected his team to do well, 
but said the games highlight more 
than just taking the medals home. 
"The main awareness of the 
Indigenous people all coming 
together is mostly important," he 
said. 

"It was emotional and powerful 
in the stadium yesterday and it's 
emotional and powerful every 
time we come out here on the 
court," said Ninham. "In a sense, 
it's like our own little powwow. 
You have the game players here 
in the middle and then on the 
outside circle you have the 
spectators. So, it's just really 
invigorating to really participate 
in this capacity. I sec us blending 
in with the other 30 teams that 
are here. We're all diverse but all 
multi- Indigenous." 

Sixteen-year-old swimmer Bree 
Menge views the games only as a 
steppingstone to opportunities like 
obtaining a scholarship. 

Willie Lirdechild, the founder of 
NAIG, agreed that the games can 
be used as a way to further an 
athlete's goals. 

"Yes, these games arc a stepping 
stone for some who are wanting to 
go to higher games like the Pan- 
American Games or the 
Commonwealth Games or the 
Olympics," said Littlechild. 

"However, for others, the games 
are also the highlight of their career. 
This to them is the Olympic games. 
They don't want to go to any other 
games. This Indigenous games to 
them is the highest level they want 
to aspire to, so, that's also very good 
because it acknowledges a feeling 
by our people that these arc our 
games. These are our Olympics." 

Editors note: As of 
press time July 12 

the results of the 
games were not 

available. 
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TEMPLE 
No application 

refused 
Highest Approval 

Average 
Hundreds of New & 
Used Cars, Trucks, 

Vans and SUV's 
available. 

Many makes and 
models. 

APPLY 
ON -LINE 

24/7 
,..... PARK 
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CREDIT CHALLENGES? NEED A VEHICLE? 

YOU GOT IT! 
We'll PARK your BUTT in 

a new or used vehicle for sure! 

CALL CHRIS OR JOHN 

1.800.708. PARK 
(1.800.708.7275) 

LOW PRICES 

6 GREAT RATES 

All vehicles GM Optimum 
Certified. All sale terms 
based on Approved Credit" 

Apply Online 24/7 at 
www.parkcredit.ca 
fax to 1.204.661.1547 
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New association 
features best of 
Aboriginal radio 
By Heather Andrews Miller 
Windspeaker Writer 

TERRACE 

A fledging organization that 
promises to combine the best 
programming of western Canada's 
Aboriginal broadcast stations has 
an exciting vision. Barry Walls, 
general manager for station CFNR 
in British Columbia, which plays 
classic rock to 30,000 people in 
Terrace, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert areas, said that the four 
western provinces have a wealth of 
Aboriginal programming. 

"But were hoping to take it one 
step further and share directly with 
other stations some of our 
programs." The shared 
programming will enhance the 
local shows and allow listeners ro 

hear more about news and issues 
affecting the Aboriginal 
community as a whole, as well as 

enjoying each other's musical 
offerings. 

"The idea has been circulating 
for a few years, but we really arc 

serious now. We held a meeting 
in April to start the wheels coming 
to make it a reality," he said. 
"Saskatchewan was represented by 
Deb Charles from Missinipi 
Broadcasting Corporation 
(MBC), Manitoba's Dave 
McLeod from Native 
Communications Inc. (NCI) 
attended, as did Bert Crowfoot 
from the Aboriginal Multi -Media 
Society (AMMSA). We spent a 
very productive day together, 
discovering lot of similarities but 
a lot of unique and different 
programming as well that would 
be of interest to each other's 
audiences." But the combined 
result will be more than 
entertainment and information, 
he continued. "We also hope to 
generate opportunities for co- 
operation, sharing our best 
practices and working toward 
common goals." 

A second meeting saw the 
general managers meeting again, 
but this time joined by the sales 
managers and other marketing 
representatives because the 
advertising potential is huge with 
this new format, he added. 

Basically, the goal is to put 
Aboriginal radio on the map. 

"It's not taken as seriously as it 
should be. Its not considered an 
equal to the mainstream 
broadcasters," he said. "Here in 
British Columbia we're considered 
the link Indian radio station across 

the Skeena River, but in reality 
we're much more than that." As 

the premiere classic rock station in 

the area, CFNR reaches a 

population that is about 50 per 
cent Aboriginal, as well as many 
non - Aboriginal rock fans. 

"We are also the voice of the 
Vancouver Canucks and BC Lions 
for the area. And the other stations 
are prominent in their provinces 
and growing as well." 

The increased listener base 
would ensure the stations would 
receive more recognition and 
credibility, continued Walls. 

"We're not included in ratings 
because we find the cost of 
belonging to the broadcast 
measurement organizations 
prohibitive. But we don't need any 
organization to tell us we're 
number one in our area," he said. 

The access to Aboriginal radio 
stations has increased 
exponentially with the 
advancement of technology. 

Not too long ago, listeners had 
to live in the immediate vicinity 
of a station to pick it up on their 
radios, but nowadays anyone with 
a computer can hear the four 
Aboriginal stations, which are 
participating in this project. 

Some of the shared 
programming ideas about which 
the participants are especially 
excited are those that are broadcast 
in Aboriginal languages. "For 
example, in Saskatchewan there is 

programming in Cree which 
people in other provinces would 
no doubt tune into as well," 
explained Wells. 

"And here in Terrace we have a 

First Nations news program in the 
evening called Tribal Tracks, which 
would be of interest to everyone." 
NCI's National AboriginalTop 30 
Countdown is another program of 
interest to a wider audience and it 
promotes Aboriginal entertainers 
as an additional benefit. Other 
ideas discussed include a call -in 
show on current events and a 
request line show. 

The next step for WAAB is an 
information session in Vancouver 
in August or September with 
Canadian Broadcast Sales, which 
will help the association to unite 
national advertisers with the radio 
stations. 

"Then another meeting is 
scheduled for Winnipeg in 
November, so we're moving ahead. 

Expect to hear more about this 
worthwhile and exciting initiative 
in the near future. It's on its way 
to becoming a reality." 

141 Canadian Nuclear Commission canadienne T Safety Commission de sûreté nucléaire Canadä 

PUBLIC HEARING ANNOUNCEMENT 

The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) has issued an official Notice of Public Hearing, 
available at www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca, that it will hold two -day public hearing on the application by 
Hydro- Québec. Montréal, Québec, for the renewal of the operating licence for the Gentilly -2 Nuclear 
Generating Station, located in Bécancour, Québec. The hearing will be held in the CNSC Public 
Hearing Room, 14° floor, 280 Slater Street. Ottawa. Ontario, on August 16, 2006, and at the 
Auberge Godefroy, 17575, Bécancour Blvd, St- Grégoire Sector, Bécancour, Quebec, on 

November 7 and 8, 2006. 

The public is invited to comment on the application by providing a written submission and, if desired, 
by presenting an oral summary of the submission on Hearing Day Two. Requests to intervene must 
include a written submission and must be filed with the Secretary of the Commission by October 6, 

2006 along with the complete text of any oral presentation. Hearing documents (submissions) are 

not available on -line and must be requested through the Secretanat at the address below. For more 
information, instructions on how to participate in this public hearing process or the complete text of 
the official Notice of Public Hearing, see www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca, and refer to Notice of Public 
Hearing 2006 -H -08, or contact: 

L. Leven. Secretariat 
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission Tel.: (613) 996 -9063 or 1- 800 -668 -5284 
280 Slater St., P.O. Box 1046 Fax: (613) 995 -5086 
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5S9 E -mail, interventions @cost- ccsn.gc.ca 

IY. I Agriculture and Agriculture et T Ago -Food Canada Agroalimentaire Canada 

Public Notice for Canadian Producers 

Cover Crop Protection Program (CCPP) now 
accepting applications for 2005 and 2006 

Agricultural producers who were unable to seed commercial crops in the spring 

of 2005 and /or the spring of 2006 due to flooding and excessive moisture may 

be eligible for federal assistance through the CCPP. Coverage will be provided 
to all eligible producers, regardless of whether they are covered under 
production insurance. 

In 2007, the CCPP will begin operating as part of a long -term solution to spring 

flooding across the country and will only be available to producers enrolled in 

production insurance. In the interim, assistance is available to help offset the 

costs of restoring and protecting agricultural soil damaged by excessive moisture. 

The deadline for 2005 and 2006 claims is August 31, 2006. 

Eligibility 

Applicants: 
Canadian agricultural producers or entities who were unable to seed 

commercial crops in the spring of 2005 and /or the spring of 2006 due to 

flooding and excessive moisture. 

Land size: 
All affected acreage in excess of 10 acres (four hectares) will be eligible for 

program payments. 

Payments 

Eligible applicants will receive 815 an acre. 

CCPP application forms will be directly mailed to production 
insurance clients who made claims concerning field flooding in 2005 

and /or 2006. Applications are also available upon request by calling 

Agriculture and Agri -Food Canada at 1 800 667 -8567, or by visiting 

the web site at www.agr.gc.ca 

Canadá. 
13th Annual, 

nC_J 
CANDO National Conference 

SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN 

Early Bird - August 15, 2006 

Annual General Meeting 

1- 800 -463 -9300 (780) 990-0303 Saskatoon Tribal Council 
www.sktc.sk.ca 
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ATTENTION: MEMBERS OF PEGUIS FIRST NATION 

Peguis First Nation Treaty Entitlement Agreement 
Community Approval Process and Vote Information 

Peguis First Nation has concluded Treaty Land Entitlement (TLE) negotiations with Canada and 

Manitoba. All Members on the Peguis Membership List who are 18 years or older as of August 29, 2006 

are entitled to vote on the proposed TLE settlement. Chief and Council request all eligible voting Members 
18 years and older to participate in the TLE Community Approval Process (CAP). Complete information 
packages explaining the settlement have, or will be mailed to those Members living off -Reserve who have 
provided a current address to the Peguis Administration Offices. 

TLE Settlement Sessions 
will be held on 
Wednesday, 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the 
following locations in Manitoba. 

July 26, 2006: Selkirk - Selkirk Inn & 

Conference Centre, 168 Main Street 
August 2, 2006: Winnipeg - Winnipeg Indian 
& Metis Friendship Centre, 45 Robinson Street. 
August 16, 2006 : Brandon - Victoria Inn 
Brandon. 3550 Victoria Avenue 

Members Vote ät Advance Polls to be 
held after the CAP Information Sessions 
on: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.at the 
following locations in Manitoba. 

July 26, 2006 - Selkirk - Selkirk Inn & 

Conference Centre, 168 Main Street 
August 2, 2006 - Winnipeg - Winnipeg Indian 
& Metis Friendship Centre, 45 Robinson Street 
August 16, 2006 - Brandon - Victoria Inn 

Brandon, 3550 Victoria Avenue 

An additional Advance Poll will be held on: 
Monday, August 21, 2006 - 5:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. Peguis Reserve, Peguis Community Hall 

Peguis First Nation Trea EntitlementAgreement Ratification Vote 

All Members who do not vote by mail -in ballot or at one of the above mentioned Advance Polls 
may vote at the following time and place. 

Tuesday, August 29, 2006 - 9:00 a.m. 8;00 p.m. 
Peguis Reserve, Peguis Community Hall 

If you are a Member of Peguis First Nation eligible to vote on the proposed settlement, you are living off 
Peguis Reserve 1B and have not received the TLE information package, please contact Bob Norton, Process 

Officer, toll free at I- 866 -795 -5081. If you are a Member of Peguis First Nation eligible to vote on the 

proposed settlement, you live on Reserve and have not received the TLE information package, please contact 

Linda McPherson at 204 -645 -2359. 

For information on the proposed TLE settlement vote, please call Earl Stevenson, 

the Peguis Coordinator, TLE CAP Process at 1 -866 -942 -1260, or visit www.peguis.ca. 

National ABORIGINAL ACHIEVEMENT Awards 
Nominate 30 individual 4 . - . ancestry their .alai 

contributions in the arts, business, education. lac,. medicine, sports, lifetime 

and many other categories. Or nominate a young achiever between the ages of 15 

and 24 for the prestigious youth award that carries a cash prize of $10,000.06: 

The deadline for nomination is September 8, 2006. 

For more information, visit Our web site at www.naat.ca of call 1.800.329.9180 

Find more careers online at: 

www.ammsa.com 

Canada accused 
of stringing UN 
council along 
(Continua/ from page 8.) 

Chief Stewart Phillip, president 
of the Union of B.C. Indian 
Chiefs, wrote a long letter to 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
two days before the vote, urging 
that Canada not work to 
undermine ratification of the 
declaration. After the vote Phillip 
blasted the federal government. 

"Since the federal election, 
Canada's consistent and 
evolving discriminatory actions 
towards Indigenous people at 
both the domestic and 
international levels are 
disgraceful. This attitude is 
reflected in the gross failure to 
support the Kelowna accord 
and now evident in its conduct 
as a member of the Human 
Rights Council. As a council 
member, Canada agreed and is 

required to uphold the highest 
standards in the promotion and 
protection of human rights, but 
its actions against the approval 
of the draft declaration are 
totally contrary with this 
essential commitment." 

Kenneth Deer, chairman of the 
UN's Aboriginal caucus, was in 

Geneva for the vote, He said 
Prentice's claim that the 
agreement could have a negative 
effect on existing self-government 
agreements in Canada. is not 
credible. 

"It recognizes what's already 
happened, anything positive. 
What it does do is it gives 
alternatives if things break down. 
For instance, treaty negotiations. 
If treaties are being violated and 
you can't get any domestic 
satisfaction, the declaration 
suggests that there should be an 
impartial board that would look 
at those kinds of disputes, 
something outside - the 
jurisdiction of Canada or outside 
Indigenous jurisdiction, 
something that's really neutral. It's 

non -binding. It's just to put 
pressure on governments to be 

more honest," he said. 
Deer said the Canadian 

government betrayed Indigenous 
people. 

"When we talk about 
betrayal, we're not fooling 
around. We don't throw those 
words around lightly. And we're 
not the only ones that feel 
betrayed; other governments 
feel betrayed. They told as so. 
The UK said Canada was 
disingenuous because they get 
the feeling that Canada was 
against the declaration all along 
and was stringing everybody 
along. They're pissed," he said. 

As editor of the Kahnawake- 
based Eastern Door weekly 
newspaper, Deer vividly 
remembers the actions of the 
Mulroney government in the days 

before the confrontation at Oka 
in 1990. He sees parallels in the 
actions of the Harper 
government. 

"I can use a term that the other 

reporters won't use: I think we're 
heading into a dark age of 
relations between Indigenous 
peoples and the Canadian 
government. I'm not saying the 
Harper government. I'm saying 
the Canadian government 
because it doesn't matter if it's a 
Liberal or a Conservative or NDP, 
it doesn't matter. It's the 
government of Canada that you 
negotiate with," he said. 

"When the prime minister of 
Canada signed the Kelowna 
agreement, he signed on behalf of 
Canada and on behalf of 
Canadians. When another prime 
minister comes along and tears 
that up, he diminishes the value 
of the prime minister's signature. 
Who can Indigenous people mist 
if you can't trust the prime 
minister of Canada ?" 

Deer believes the general 
assembly will approve the 
declaration later this year. 

"December 10 is 
international human rights day. 
That would be the most logical 
time," he said. "I anticipate it'll 
be passed. It should be passed 
by consensus. But if they want 
to call fora vote then we'll have 
to make sure governments are 
supporting it. If the same ratio 
of governments holds, it'll pass 
easily. The governments that 
voted for it will vote for it again 
and carry other governments. If 
Canada, the U.S. and Australia 
want to water it down, those 
governments won't want to 
water it down." 

Some observers say that the 
United States, which is not a 

member of the Human Rights 
Council, was against the 
declaration and asked Canada to 
oppose it. Talk at the UN, which 
Deer said was prompted by a U.S. 
initiative, was that there would be 

no further funding for work on 
the declaration. 

"So the chairman said `If that's 

the case then I will decide.' He 
proposed wording that would 
satisfy no one but satisfy 
everyone. The majority of 
governments saw the wording 
and said, 'We don't like it but we 
can live with it.' We would have 
had consensus," he said. 

Canada made a point of 
making its position as visible as 

possible, Deer added. 
"It's one thing to vote against, 

but it was Canada that asked for 
a roll call vote. If they hadn't done 
that, I don't think Russia would 
have voted against it and it would 
have passed by consensus," he 
said. 

He suggested that the 
government ignored advice from 
its officials. 

"I think the diplomatic corps 
were suggesting don't do ie. The 
decision to go ahead with it came 
from Ottawa, from Prentice and 

Harper. I don't think they took 
any advice from their diplomatic 
corps," he said. 
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[ strictly speaking ] 

Message resonates around the world 
I remember seeing the New 

Zealand film Once Were Warriors, 

and noticing it had an odd, 
uncomfortable resonance in my 
First Nations soul, even though 
it was a Maori story. Same with 
Rabbit ProofFence, a movie about 
Australian Aboriginal children. 
All were films about different 
cultures that impacted me on a 

surprisingly Ojibway level. Little 
did I realize I was doing much the 
same thing with my own writing. 

In 19901 wrote a short story and 

later a play called Someday, and it 
told the story of an unfortunate 

THE URBANE 
INDIAN 

Drew Hayden 
Taylor 

Canadian practice called the scoop- 

up, yet another questionable by- 
product of colonization. The 
scoop -up dealt with tens of 
thousands of Native children 
cruelly taken away by government 

and social service agencies, often for 
the flimsiest of reasons, and farmed 
out for adoption to the four corners 

of Canada. Seen by many as a 

project to assimilate Native people 

into the dominant non -Native 

culture, often these displaced 
children would find themselves 
forcibly settled in America, and 

occasionally in Europe and other 
far off foreign countries they had 
probably never heard of. 

Since it first appeared, there's 

been about a dozen theatre 
productions of the play. I was 

surprised by the success of this 
particular play, because I thought 
foolishly "how could other people 

relate to such an experience?" It 
was, I concluded, a uniquely Native 
experience. Silly me. 

Fifteen years and two sequels 

later, I have found out how wrong 
I was. This same sort of domestic 
diaspora was a feeling felt, not just 
in my own Canada, but in many 
diverse and far flung places where 
knowledge of First Nations 
experiences was sketchy at best. 

Someday, a story of a single 
oppressed family dealing with blind 
government policies and 
entrenched racism that nearly 
destroyed them, was surprisingly 
accessible. 

More importantly, it was also 

relatable. 
(see Experience page 21.) 

Remember privacy rules before acting 
Dear Tuma: 

Can an office staff person 
contact maintenance 
enforcement without an 
employee's written consent and 
inform enforcement that the 
employee has started working full 
time? What about when the 
employee is in arrears? What 
about the staff from the welfare 
office? Can they request 
information about the new 
employee's income without the 
employee's consent? Does the 
staff have to confirm that there is 

written consent before giving out 
information? 
Between A Rock and a Hard Place 

Dear Between: 
First, I want to clarify for my 

readers what maintenance 

PRO BONO,T; 

Tuma Young 

enforcement is. Every province 
now has a program where support 
orders are sent, and this 
department (maintenance 
enforcement) is responsible for 
the collection and enforcement of 

A court 
orders. 

A court order is a public 
document and it is usually sent 
ro the maintenance enforcement 
officer. The office then arranges 
with the payer for regular 

payments to be made. However, 
the maintenance enforcement 
office can and does garnish the 
income of the payer when he or 
she cannot make arrangements. 
The maintenance office does have 

the power to request information 
from any and all sources to 
determine whether the payer has 

income or not. 
Another piece of legislation to 

consider is the Privacy Act. This 

Act governs the collection of 
personal information, and how it 
can be used by companies, band 
offices, corporations and 
businesses. 

It is difficult to answer your first 
question without knowing more. 
Is there an order on file? Has the 
maintenance office sent a request 
for information? If not, then I 
would say the staff member is 

wrong in contacting the officer. 
The person mayor may not have 

a maintenance order against them 
and unless you know for sure, 
why would you call the 
maintenance office? 

From your second question it 
appears that there is an order in 
place and -maintenance has not 
been paid. If the band staff has 

known about the order 

previously, then yes, they have to 
comply with the request for 
information from the 
maintenance office. 

As for the staff from the welfare 
office, they can and do have the 
right to inquire into a person's 
source of income, IF AND 
ONLY IF, that person has applied 
for or is in receipt of social 
assistance benefits. Usually, the 
application for social assistance 

has a clause authorizing the staff 
to conduct any and all necessary 

investigations. 
Finally, if you receive a request, 

it is a good practice to confirm 
that either an order is in place or 
request written confirmation that 
the social assistance department 
has authorization. 

(see Bootlegging page 21.) 

Great Spirit's gift was land, not treaties 
The basic problem of the 

Native people of Canada is 

colonialism. This is the 
underlying problem of Native 
grievances. This is the 
government of Canada's Indian 
problem. Jean Chretien, the 
prime minister during the years 
1993 to 2003 realized this way 
back in 1969 when he was 
minister of Indian Affairs, when 
he presented the Indian policy 
statement in parliament, 
although he never mentioned 
colonialism. 

He called this problem legal 
discrimination. The law of this 
legal discrimination is the Indian 
Act, which instituted a separate 
legal status for Indians. Chretien 
said, referring to the treaties, the 
weight of history is heavy on 
some people, because of historic 
undertakings that have been 
misunderstood or neglected. 

He said the problem of treaties 
or the Native people in general 
was too complicated to deal with. 
He said the only way justice could 
be done was to terminate this 
separate legal status. 

This underlying problem of 
historic injustice committed 
upon the Native people of 
Canada is not going to go away 
by trying to deal with this 
problem on individual basis, like 
dealing with individual First 

GUEST COLUMNIST 

George Kataquapit 
Nations or trying to negotiate 
with Native protesters on an 
individual basis. Neither is it 
going to go away by making it a 

provincial issue. 

Ontario Premier Dalton 
McGuinty claims that his 
government was handicapped at 
the negotiations to end the 
occupation in the Caledonia crisis 
because the protesters insisted on 
being dealt with by the 
government of Canada on a 

nation -to- nation basis. 
This means that Native people 

of this country are not provincial 
citizens. Neither are they federal 
citizens. They are Aboriginal 
citizens and this Aboriginal 
citizenship is not entrenched in 
the Constitution of Canada 
because it is not recognized by the 
government of Canada. 

What is entrenched is federal 
citizenship. Aboriginal citizenship 
existed from time immemorial 
and can never be extinguished. It 
is written in the hearts of patriotic 
Aboriginal people for all time. 

Federal citizenship came into 

111S.I 

being only at the time of 
Confederation, when Canada 
became an independent nation. 
This federal citizenship is based 

on treaties, which became federal 
responsibility in dealing with 
Indians. This federal citizenship 
was called wards of the federal 
government. 

However, treaties are colonial 
laws imposed on the Native 
people of this country and they 
are illegal and unjust. They can 
never be justified. The Caledonia 
crisis is rooted in colonialism in 
Canada. Likewise, all other 
Aboriginal grievances, which 
result in road blockades, are 
rooted in this colonialism. 

As we read the June issue of 
Windspeaker, Ontario's proposal 
to exchange Crown lands for 
the disputed lands in Caledonia 
was simply laughed at by the 
protesters. That's negotiations. 
When you try to solve a 

problem, you deal with the root 
cause, not just its symptoms or 
side issues. 

Canada is no different from 

other countries that were 
colonized by the Europeans, such 
as South Africa and other African 
countries. Ever since 
Confederation, some 
conscientious Canadians have 
asked from time to time, who 
really owns Canada anyway? As 
far as Native people across 
Canada are concerned, they own 
Canada. The Great Spirit gave 

them this land they say. 

The colonial government took 
this land illegally from them. 
They were required to sign these 
treaties to legalize this seizure of 
Aboriginal lands. 

Colonization was in progress 
and these treaties were imposed 
to keep Native people out of the 
way of development. 

These treaties were not sacred 
contracts with the approval of 
the Great Spirit, as the Elders 
were made to believe at the time 
of signing of these treaties. But 
the land that the Great Spirit 
gave to these Native people is 

sacred and is not negotiable for 
all time. 

The commissioners deceived 
these Nation people when they 
told them to sign these treaties; 
in the case of Treaty 9 by making 
extra promises and statements of 
which they did not have the 

These 
to make. 

These commissioners did not 

inform these Native people that 
this was a fixed -term treaty, that 
is was not alterable, and non- 
negotiable for the Indians. It was 

negotiable only to the 
government of Canada and its 
settlers, but not to the Indians. 
And that's the way it is to this day. 

Only the government and the big 
companies are cashing in on the 
wealth of this country. 

To address the colonialism in 
Canada is long overdue. 
Colonialism in Canada has never 
been addressed by the Aboriginal 
people as a national issue since the 
time of the signing of the treaties. 
The chiefs have always dealt with 
treaties, trying to interpret the 
meaning of these treaties. The 
government and the court have 

their own interpretations. It is an 
ongoing debate that will go on 
forever. 

There is no legitimate authority 
of Aboriginal people to deal with 
this issue. The former national 
chief, Matthew Coon Come, 
tried to bring up this issue at the 
United Nations, but he was 
booted out at the next election. 
The Assembly of First Nations is 

the wrong forum to deal with the 
issue of colonialism. You have to 
set up a legitimate authority as the 
first step to deal with this issue, 

and that's as far as the story goes 

for now. 
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Government Gouvernement 
of Canada du Canada 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 
OF THE EXPERT PANEL 
ON SAFE DRINKING WATER 
FOR FIRST NATIONS 

On May 31, 2006, the Honourable Jim Prentice, Minister 

of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, in collaboration 

with Phil Fontaine, the National Chief of the Assembly of 

First Nations, announced the creation of an expert panel to 

advise on options for a regulatory framework to ensure safe 

drinking water in First Nations communities. 

The panel is holding a series of public 

hearings across Canada to gather the 

views and suggestions of First Nations 

and other interested parties. On the 

second day of each hearing there will 

be an open forum session, at which 

any organization or individual may 

speak. Written submissions may also 

be mailed to: 

P.O. Box 28001 

Bagot Post Office 
Kingston, ON K7L 5R2 

Or by email to: 
cl k @g roupe- eps- sdw- panel. org 

Those who wish to present their views 

may address any aspect of the following 

questions: 

What should be regulated: 
source water protection, training and 

certification of operators, drinking water 

quality, effluents, treatment, testing, 

wells, health protection, emergency 

preparedness, plant and system design, 

other aspects? What standards should 

be used? 

What legal framework should 
be used: First Nations, federal, 

provincial, territorial - and what roles 

should various governments play in 

implementation? 

Hearing Schedule 
June - August 2006 

June 20 -21 

Whitehorse 

July 6 -7 
Edmonton 

July 12 -14 
Vancouver 

July 17 -18 
Prince George 

July 26 -27 
Saskatoon 

July 31- August 1 

Winnipeg 

August 8 -9 
Toronto 

August 10 -11 

Quebec City 

August 14 -15 
Halifax 

August 22 -23 
Thunder Bay 

For more information on the hearings and the work of the 

panel, please visit its website at www.eps -sdw.gc.ca. 

You may also contact the Secretary of the panel, 

Catharine Lyons -King, at 1- 866 -677 -2635. 

Experiences 
(Continued from page 20.) 

In 2004, 1 had the unique 
experience of visiting the University 
of Madras in Chennai, one of the 

oldest universities in India, where 

I got to see a production of selected 

scenes from Someday that was being 

produced by the University's 
English department. Evidently, the 

play was on the ekes reading list. 

Aside from seeing my play 
produced with an entirely Indian 

(South Asian Indian that is) cut, 
speaking my Ojibway tainted lines 

with noticeable culturally 
inaccurate accents, I was eager to 

see their interpretation. It was quite 

bizarre watching the scene where 

two Ojibways were discussing 
getting the car out of the snowdrift. 
It was easily 40 sweltering degrees 

in Chennai and it was highly 
unlikely anybody in the room had 
ever thrown a snowball, let alone 

had to deal with the greater 
Canadian experience of getting a 

car out of a snowdrift. 
While at that university I was 

told the play was specifically 
studied because, in its own way, 

it reflected the similar situations 
of India's Dalit community. Once 
referred to as the untouchables, 
the Dalits have long been the 
disenfranchised, oppressed 
segment of the population, and 

existed deep below in the bedrock 

of polite Indian society until fairly 
recently. Most, if not all, of the 

students in that class were Dalit, 
as were the professors, and they 
found the parallels with the 
Native experience in Canada 
comparable. By the way, vedho 

oru naal means someday in Tamil. 
More recently, I have been 

contacted by yet another 
professor in an equally far if 
land, interested in translating my 

humble play for the benefit of his 

students. His name is Abder- 
Rahim Abu- Swailem and he is a 

professor at Murals University in 

Jordan. He writes "For me, I. 
think the play is very interesting 

on both artistic and thematic 
levels. I think there are many 
things in common between the 

aspirations and the agonies of the 

Natives and the aspirations and 

agonies of the people in the Arab 
countries, especially the way they 
are perceived by the "white man," 
in a different way. 

Hmmm, the scoop -up of an 

Ojibway child and her 
disenfranchisement from her 

family can be interpreted as a 

statement of Palestinian 
oppression? That's one of the 
things I love about literature. 
Anything can mean anything. 

He goes on to add The 50 -year 

struggle with the Israeli occupation 

of the Arab territories, in addition 

to the bias stand of the U.S. and 

England with the Israeli's, made the 

struggle and yearning for freedom 

and legal rights a must for the 

Arabs. They want ro put their own 

rules rather than to be dictated by 

The Other. Two thirds of 
Palstenians live abroad in camps." 

Prof. Abu -Swailem concludes 
by stating "1 am not a politician 
but politics is imposed on us and 

became part of our lives." That 

sounded vaguely familiar to me 

until I remembered that I've often 

been quoted as saying being born 
Native in Canada is a political 
statement in itself. We're not 
political by nature. We're political 
by birth. The status card is just 
the paper work. 

In Arabic, "Fi Yawmin Ma" is 

the title of my play, though I'm 
told its closer to "once upon a 

time..." then someday. 

Admittedly I know little about 

the Israeli /Arab conflicts in that 
part of the world, only what I see 

on the news. I knew even less 

about the fight for equality of 
India's Dalits until I was there. I'm 
aware a little knowledge can 

indeed be a dangerous thing, and 

I try and keep that in context. 
But I've seen plays by Indigenous 
people in New Zealand, Australia 
and a host of other countries 
scattered across the world dealing 
with similar issues. Most of these 

plays are stories of survival. 
Broadly put, there are themes of 
regaining control, or finding 
purpose and independence. Of 
regaining destiny. A somewhat 
universal struggle for most of the 

world's minorities. 

Bootlegging 
(Continued from page 20.) Dear Don't: 

Dear Turn: No, it is not legal and what they 

I love to play bingo and on our are doing is called bootlegging or 

reserve some folks have rum running. You cannot sell, 

merchandise bingos to raise barter or offer liquor as a prize in 

money for their kids' school trips games of chance and this includes 

or other trips. I never miss a bingos. Each province has a liquor 

chance to play, big jackpots or control act in which the sale of 

merchandise. I play them all. But liquor is strictly regulated as to how 

the one last week worried me. A it is sold. I'm not even sure that 

cousin of mine was having a games of dunce in bars or taverns 

merchandise bingo and I went. I can offer drinks as prizes. 

won the first game and when I The only way it can be done 

went to pick out the prize, it was legally is that if the bingo operator 

liquor! obtained a license to sell liquor or 

Six and eight packs of beer, to have a special occasion licence. 

wine coolers and bottles of cheap Even then, I do not think you can 

wine. I don't drink and was offer liquor as prizes. 

shocked that they did this. I was This column is not intended to 

told that everyone is offering provide legal advice, but rather 

liquor as prizes now as a gimmick highlight situations where you 

to get more people to come to the should consult with a lawyer. 

bingos. Is this legal? Questions can be sent to 

Don't Drink and Dab tuma @tokasonibc.ns.ca . 
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[ back to school ] 

Honorary degree 
bestowed on 
education leader 

Thompson Rivers University's 
Open Learning division has 
recognized the achievements of a 

national leader in Aboriginal 
education with an honorary 
doctorate in letters bestowed in 

Burnaby on June 15. 
Nathan Matthew is a member 

of the Simpcw Nation. He 
attended the University of British 
Columbia, where he graduated 
with a bachelor of recreation 
education degree in 1972. He 
then went on to earn another 
bachelor's degree, education 
professional, in 1978. 

He was first elected Simpcw 
chief in 1976 -77, then served in 
that position again for the period 
1985 to 1987, and then again 
took office for a 17 -year period, 
from 1989 to 2006. 

Education has been a priority 
for Matthew throughout his 
professional career, and he has 
been called the education chief of 
Canada. He was a founding 
member in 1985 and then 
continuous chair of the First 

Nathan Matthew 

Nations Education Council for 
School District #73, and initiated 
the signing of the first five -year 
Education Improvement 
Agreement, and followed it up 
with an Enhancement 
Agreement. He was elected chair 
of the Chief's Committee on 
Education for the Assembly of 
First Nations in 1998, holding 
that position for 10 years, until 
1998, and then taking it up again 
from 1999 to 2006. 

Discover 
the Possibilities 
Community Youth Worker 
(Level- 9 -HCY) TERM (ASAP to August 31/07) 
Young Offender Program Branch 
Department of Corrections and Public Safely , 

Buffalo Narrows, SK. 

POSTING 406-0408 

Government of 
Saskatchewan 

The Department of Corrections and Public Safety, Young Offender 
Program Branch in Buffalo Narrows is seeking a dynamic, highly 
motivated individual for the position of Community Youth Worker for a 
term ASAP until August 31, 2007. As Community Youth Worker you 
will work with youth and their families who are in cannot with the law 
and assist the Youth Court in the execution of as duties. In order to 
provide better service to some of the clients and their families, the 
ability to speak Cree rider Dena would be a definite asset. 

Under the authority of The Youth Criminal Justice Act and Corrections 
and Public Safety policies, procedures and standards, duties include: 
Identifying, developing and implementing case plans based on 
assessed needs of youth; Preparing reports for Youth Coud; Provide 
counselling, supervision and enforcement to youth; Employing an 
integrated approach to service delivery, working closely with 
community agencies to ensure youth and their families receive 
services appropriate to their risk and needs; Maintaining case files. 

To qualify, you will possess a Bachelor of Social Work, Bachelor of 
Indian Social Work, or an alternate bachelor level social work degree 
from an accredited university, as approved by the CASW /CASSW 

You will be required to travel and work flexible hours. You may be 
required to transport youth. A criminal records check will be required. 

Preference will be given to Aboriginal persons who self-declare 
in their application. 

CLOSING DATE: JULY 28, 2006 

To be considered for this competition, you will need to create a 
Candidate Profile by going to our website at www.careers.gov.sk.ca. 
You must enter 4 06 -0408 in the 'Posting Number" field. If you have 
any questions please contact the Public Service Commission at 
I- 866.319 -5999 or 787- 75751f calling from Regina. We appreciate 
your interest in a career with the public service. - 

Deaf or Hard of Hearing TTY: (306) 787 -7576 
Visually impaired Info: (306) 933-7079 

www.careers.gov.sk.ca 

We are committed to workplace diversity. 

Are you 
ready for 
Fall? 

Because 
NVIT 
is ready 
for You. 

Boysie Cache Creek, BC - Academic Studies, NVIT 

Located in Merritt, BC, NVIT offers quality Aboriginal education and support services 
geared towards student success and community development. 

We also support community -based education and training by delivering our courses 
and programs off-campus in a variety of First Nation communities and for Aboriginal 
organizations across BC and Canada. 

tlfikr1 IVV\T 
Contact us for more information: 

www.nvit.ca infosnvit.be.ca 
4155 Belshaw St Merritt, BC V1K 1R1 
Toll Free: 1- 877 -682 -3300 

4.tr 
Join the other successful 
Fine Arts and Cultural Award 
recipients today! 
The National Aboriginal Achievement Foundation is 
dedicated to helping our First Nations, Métis and Inuit 
Youth realize their true potential. Education is the vital 
first step in building productive, creative and challenging 
lives. Opportunities should never be missed or creativity 
left unexplored. 

The national Aboriginal Achievement Foundation strives 
to provide support for a variety of careers and life 
choices. If you're making important choices, now is the 
time to check out the National Aboriginal Achievement 
Foundation, where potential meets opportunity. 

1` NATIONAL ABORIGINAL 
ACHIEVEMENT FOUNDATION 

P.O. Box 759 
2160 Fourth Line 
Six Nations of the Grand River 
Ohsweken, ON, NOA IMO 

T 416-926-0775 F 416-926-7554 
education @naaf.ca www.naaf.ca 

IMPORTANT 
AWARD DATES 

Fine A wards 
Septembei90, 2006 
March 31, tr7 

Cultural wards 
Septembei`0, 2006 
March 31,007 

Health Careers Awards 
May 01, 2007 

Business, Sciences, 
General Awards 
June 01, 2007 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS CALL 

1 -800- 329 -9780 
Find more of everything online at: 

www.ammsa.com 
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Roseau River scholar to study law 
A University of Victoria law 

student has garnered Canada's 
premier social sciences and 
humanities doctoral award -the 
Trudeau Scholarship. 

Dawnis Kennedy is an 
Anishinabe woman currently 
completing a master of Laws 
degree at UVic. She is one of 15 

Canadian students to be named 
a 2006 Trudeau Scholar. Created 
in 2003, the Trudeau Foundation 
Scholarship program awards the 
largest scholarships in Canada for 
doctoral studies in the social 
sciences and humanities. She will 
receive a scholarship worth up to 
$150,000 over three years and 
will be matched with prominent 

national and international leaders 
in her field. 

She was chosen for the award 
based on her good grades, letters 
of sponsorship from her professors, 
and her contributions to the 
community. Kennedy travels home 
to Roseau River Anishinabe First 
Nation in Manitoba quite a bit so 

she can participate in Anishinabe 
culture and ceremonies. She has 

also been involved in Aboriginal 
Legal Services in Toronto and with 
the Indigenous Law Students 
Associations at UVic and 
University of Toronto. Once she 

finishes her studies at UVic this fail, 

Kennedy will begin the Doctor of 
Juridical Science degree program at 

the University of Toronto. 
"I wanted to go into law 

because my interest and my 
family's interest were very much 
about revitalizing our community 
and culture," she said. "Canadian 
law has had a huge impact upon 
our communities. I wanted to 
think about ways that Canadian 
law could relate more respectfully 
to Indigenous peoples and 
support the revitalization 
movement that is happening in 
Indigenous communities." 

"Dawnis' success not only 
reflects the outstanding quality of 
students and programs at the 
University of Victoria," said Dr. 
Catherine Mateer, UVic's acting 

vice -president academic and 
provost, "but it also celebrates the 
university's commitment to 
strengthening its unique 
relationships with First Nations 
communities." 

"I felt tremendously supported 
at UVic," said Kennedy. "It's 
really important that Indigenous 
students find their own approach 
to material. My supervisors have 

been amazing. I've been able to 
develop my own voice and I think 
this may be one of the reasons I 
received the scholarship. I don't 
think it would be as easy to do 
this if UVic didn't already have 

this supportive community in 
Indigenous law," Dawnis Kennedy 

Training Resources 604 -605 -8901 

"New Ideas... New Totem... New Image... New World" 

"NEW OPPORTUNITIES" 

First Nations 
EMJPLOYMENT & ENTERPRISE CENTRE 

604 -605 -8901 

Aboriginal Financial Officers Association of Canada 

Register for AFOA's 
On -line Courses Today! 

Locaied CAMBIE & 

COURSES BEGIN 
September 11, 2006 

Register Now! 

Join the growing number of professionals who are enhancing their Aboriginal Management Skills! 

AFM 3-Law 
Introduction to the Canadian Legal system; Tort law and professional liability; The contractual 
relationship Interpreting the contract; Special contracts. sales; Special contracts: insurance and 

employment; Debtor and creditor relations; Business organizations, agency and partnership; 

Business organizations; corporations. The Indian Act; Aboriginal Title and treaties: First Nations' 

self government powers, Taxation rules and First Nations. 

AFM 4- Aboriginal Strategy & Decisions 
The strategic management process; Setting direction and selecting strategy; Strategy 

Implementation and financial plans; Monitoring and evaluation; Reporting and accountability; 

Linking business cases to strategy; Components of a business case; Problem solving processes; 

Defining the problem; Establishing decision criteria; Identifying and evaluating alternatives; 
Financial evaluation techniques; Making a choice; Implementation; Providing advice on business, 

treaty/self government issues, alternative policy issues & compliance issues. 

AFM 6- Aboriginal History & Development 
Historical and contemporary relationships; Aboriginal People and communities; Ethical standards 

and spirituality: Organizational structures and stakeholders; Decision -making and accountability; 

Social Interactions; Economic Activity. 

AFM 14- Aboriginal Human & Fiscal Issues 
Analyzing work loads and staffing requirements; Developing job descriptions and salary scales; 

Hiring, orienting and training staff: Using consultants; Setting work plans and delegation; 

Evaluating performance; Managing staff benefits; Developing relationships with council, 

committees, and external stakeholders', Organizing and running meetings: Managing change 

processes; Building consensus; Identifying and developing financial opportunities; Developing 

strategic alliances and partnerships; Monitoring challenges in aboriginal fiscal relations; Tax- 

exempt status and avoidance; Negotiating and managing funding arrangements, Aboriginal 

accounting standards; Aboriginal financial management best practices; Accountability 

Apply on -line by visiting www.afoa.ca 
and complete our online registration form or contact AFOA at 

1- 866 -722 -2362 

AFOA 1- Community Economic Development 
This course offers an opportunity to develop skills in advancing Community Economic 
Development. It win assist those in communities with or without an Economic Development 
Officer. In this course you will look at taking inventory on your community assets as well as 

developing, implementing and evaluating your CEO plan. 

AFOA 2- Aboriginal Management Practices 1 

This course focuses on your role as a manager or aspiring manager. You will be provided 

with tools to provide leadership and accountability for your organization. You will examine 
how to work with others, how to manage change, leadership skills, problem- solving and 

decision -making skills, meeting management and communications skills, negotiation and 

dispute resolution skills and many more. 

AFOA 3- Aboriginal Program Management 
This course focuses on your role as a program manager and your ability to make sound and 

informed decisions. You will examine what project management is vs. program management, 

how your community policies relate to your program. Learn how to identify partnerships and 

other potential resources along with learning how to work within your budget and effective 

document management. 

AFOA 4- Aboriginal Management Practices 2 
Building on the skills and knowledge acquired in Management Practices I. This course looks 

at understanding the process and structure of your governance, political roles of council and 

how they relate to strategic planning. You will learn the financial responsibilities of your 

council along with principals of debt management You will leam strategies on how to 

promote advocacy to better your organization and community. 

AFOA 5- Values & Ethics in the Aboriginal Workplace 
This course is the first of its kind in Aboriginal online education. It will provide you with a 

broad based understanding of maintaining good values and ethics within the Aboriginal 
workplace. You will examine business ethics and how they relate to your own traditions. You 

will also learn fundamentals of human resource management and types of ethical situations. 

Learn how to develop a code of ethics for your organization. 

The Aboriginal Financial Officers Association of Canada (AFOA) is the centre for excellence and innovation in Aboriginal finance and management. 

We are the fastest growing Aboriginal organization in Canada that focuses on the capacity development and day to day needs of those Aboriginal professionals who are 

working in all areas of Aboriginal management -today's leaders and those of the future! 
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Ellen Rice White 

Teachings 
The Pacific Educational Press has 

published a book by Snuneymuxw 
Elder and storyteller Ellen Rice 
White, whose stories, though 
ancient, are ageless and have 
surprisingly modern relevance. 

Legend andTeaehingsofXeels, the 

Creator deals in tales about how a 

mother can help her baby survive 
and thrive, how a community can 

prevent pre -teens from becoming 
angry and rebellious, how people. 

from different cultures can learn to 
respect one another and how a man 
can learn to take responsibility for 
the children he has fathered. 

Convinced that the teachings of 
Xeel's are needed in today's world, 
White wrote the book to share his 
lessons with a wider audience. 

White, whose Coast Salish name 
is Kwulasulwut (Many Stars), is 

turning 84 this year. She was born 
on Norway Island in the Gulf 
Islands, but is from the 
Snueymuxw Nations of Nanaimo 
on the eastern shore of Vancouver 
Island. 

She is a resident Elder at 
Malaspina University College and 
acts as a guide in both spiritual and 
practical matters for students and 
instructors in the First Nations 
studies program. 

For classroom use, Legends and 
Teaching of Xeel'r, the Creator 
provides a rich source of Coast 
Salish history. The book is relevant 
for the curriculum, because it 
fulfills many of the prescribed 
learning outcomes listed in the BC 
Ministry of Education Integrated 
Resource Package and is especially 
well- suited as a learning resource 
for First Nations studies students. 

am 
THE NORTHERN ALBERTA 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Go careers. 

Aboriginal Student Advisor, 

Student Life 
Working out of the Encana Aboriginal Student Centre you will be 

responsible for liaison between NAIT and the Aboriginal communities 

by providing an Aboriginal perspective and cultural resource for NAIT 

students and staff. You will also increase Aboriginal student enrollment 

as well as job placement. 

If you have a related postsecondary education plus experience with both 

provincial and federal educational funding systems you may be interested 

in this opportunity. Doyou have demonstrated knowledge of the Aboriginal 

culture; well developed negotiating and problem solving skills; and good 

computer skills? If you also posers some experience in an educational 

setting, you may be the ideal candidate for this position. 

Competition No.: 206219 

Closing Date: July 28, 2006 

For additional information please see our website. We thank all applicants 

for their interest in NAIT as an employer. However, only those selected for 

an interview will be contacted. 

WAIT Human Resources 

Tel: (780) 471 -7466 

Fax: 1780) 471 -7533 

Email: hrsenay.ca 

"Believe in the beauty of 
your dreams. Choose to 
make them a reality." 

Post Secondary 
Student Services 

...encouraging higher education 

E ? ?° f "dCLLV 
Cree School Board 
Commission scolaire Crie 

POST SECONDARY STUDENT SERVICES 

1950 S000reoOK WEST, SUITE 100 

MONTREAL, QUEBEC H3H 1E7 

1- 800 -463 -7402 

ABORIGINAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
The Aboriginal Education Program offers a College 
Preparation Program (UCEP) at Mount Royal College. 

It is designed for students wishing to gain access 
to a post- secondary program and provides core 
pre -requisites in English, Languages (Blackfoot 
and Cree), Math, Social Studies and Sciences. 

Cultural materials and activities are an integral 
part of the program and postsecondary classes are 
included in the second and third levels of study. 

The AEP is recognized for funding through the 
Alberta Student Finance Board. 

For more information, please call 403 -440 -6285 or visit our website. 

mtroyal.ca /abori g i nal education 

BRANDON 
UNIVERSITY 

Brandon University 
270 I89 Street 
Brandon MB 

R7A 659 

First Nations and 
Aboriginal 
Counselling 

Degree Program 

Phone: 

Email: 
kn' ht@brandonu.ca 

1a/on.rac: 

u braralonepa/ 
academic/Mae 

First Nations 
and 

Aboriginal 
Counselling Degree 

Our vision is to provide a holistic foundation of 
Aboriginal and Western knowledge and skills 
necessary to enact practices and policies that will 
contribute to an Indigenous healing movement. 

We would like to like congratulate the 

following 2006 graduates of the First Nations 
and Aboriginal Counselling Degree Program: 

Jonathon Belanger 
Melissa Bridges 

Lorraine Gouaille 
Nancy McFarland 

Kristy Moar 
Gary (Randy) Orvis 
Christa Templeton 

ABORIGINAL 
UCEP 

RISE TO THE CHALLENGE... 
awaken the power 

of knowledge from within 
making dreams a reality. 

University and College Entrance Program 
(Academic Upgrading since 1985) 

- acquire the prerequisites for university, college or technical 

programs 
- designed to meet the needs of learners 21 upon completion 

-a fast track day program, September to April 

.- courses available include English, math, social studies, 

aboriginal studies, biology, chemistry, physics, computers and 

introductory university -credit Cree 

- program curriculum contains cultural teachings, presentations 

by Aboriginal role models, mentoring and peer support, and 

participation in cultural events 

,- financial assistance may be available 

El recipients may qualify as well 

Apply Now! 
(780) 413 -7804 

UCEP 

Faculty of Continuing Education 

10537 - 44 Street 

Edmonton AB T6A 1W1 

www.tcep Concordia ab.ca 

ucep @concordia.ab.ca 

CONCORDIA 

ABORIGINAL CHILD & YOUTH MENTAL 
HEALTH OUTREACH WORKERS 

The recently approved Fraser Region Aboriginal Child & Youth Mental Health mero 
underway and a number of new positions have become available in various communities 

in the Fraser Valley/lower mainland area near Vancouver, BC. 

These 10 new positions fulfill exciting and important Functions that are doled to bee6t 
all Aboriginal children and youth in the Fraser Region by improving access to child and 

youth mental health services; initiating and supporting communityabilitytoaddress child 

and youth mental health; and by providing education and support services in a culturally 

appropriate manner within the community. 

This is a challenging oppor unity to provide child & youth mental health services in an 

outreach capacity where connections and partnerships into and with the community 
are key to ensure useful services 

TIONS: BdALtFICA PO 41- BSO,, cradle relevant degree at a 6 delors lAcrI 

Atered Nurse or Registered PsythaeÌc Nurse 

EXPERIENCE: Minimum two years post degree experience in the prpivon of mental health 

moos to ch,ld'eq smith and their families Avalid driver's Reese is required. 

PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN 80: 

CLOSING GATE :. 

S :t& applicants, indrvidulk with demonstrated Inks to 

extensive, successful experience working with 

im July 31, 20061 

For information contact Janie Doyle 

Toll Free: 1- 866. 870.5888 local 5891 Email: janit.doyleegov. 
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a unique outlook. 
IBM has remained a world -class company because we understand the importance 
of attracting people who can dream. People who possess a diverse range of 

interests -from technology, business and finance to marketing, sales and human 
resources. Simply put, we want the best -qualified people the world has to 

ofter.That's why at IBM we acknowledge, value and respect diversity. 

We recognize that to foster diversity we need to offer a work environment where 
all employees can realize their full potential. We offer a range of careers options, 
while giving you the tools to continually improve your skills over time. 

More than that, we know that people need challenge, teamwork, advancement 
and balance to perform at their best. This is why we provide our employees with: 

a dynamic and flexible workplace 

growth and educational opportunities 

state -of- the -art technology and facilities 

a broad spectrum of programs to support work /life balance 

recognition of superior performance with competitive compensation 

and incentive plans 

IBM is a global company with locations in over 170 countries worldwide. 
In Canada, our offices are located in: Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, 
Regina, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, Brantford, Hamilton, Kingston, Kitchener, Ottawa, 
Toronto, Windsor, Montreal, Quebec City, Bromont, St. John, Halifax and St. Johns, 

as well as numerous satellite locations across Canada. 

Find out where you belong at IBM. and how you can begin to reach your personal 

and professional objectives. Apply online at www.lbm.com Careers and select 

Canada'. Alternatively you may mail your resume to: IBM Canada Ltd., 

Talent Delivery/Resumes, 3600 Steeles Ave. East, G -6, Markham, Ontario L3R 927 
Any additional questions please contact: ibmhr@ca.ibm.com. 

In all cases, please indicate "Windspeaker" as your reference source. 

ian+saregmemuabma. +m vierauaai&rev,. caw ax:,.:. _. reeve ,.,ehi 

[ careers & 
LAKE FIRST JYqi 

Employment Opportunity 

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
Heart Lake First Nation, 60 km NE of Lac La Biche, requires a 

qualified Principal for Heart Lake Kohls School, a school of 40 
kids from kindergarten to grade 8. 

Qualifications required are: 

Post- secondary education or equivalent in the related field; 
Experience working with First Nations; 
Ability to write funding request proposals; 

+ Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing; and 
Ability to manage and supervise staff. 

Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
Only those applicants selected for an interview will be 
contacted. 

Forward detailed resumes and 
applications before July 28, 2006 to 

A.O. Management Services 
3359 24 Ave NW 

Edmonton, AB T6T IY5 

Fax: 780465 -1035 Email: aomgnt@telusplanet.net 

LAKE FIRST R 
Employment Opportunity 

Full Time Teacher 
Heart Lake First Nation, 60 km NE of Lac La Biche, requires a 

qualified Full Time Teacher for Heart Lake Kohls School to 
teach grades I, 2, and 3 to a class size of 15 -20 students. 

Qualifications required are: 

* Post- secondary education or equivalent in the related field; 
* Experience working with First Nations; 
4r Ability to prepare grade level appropriate lesson plans; and 

Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing. 

Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
Only those applicants selected for an interview will be 

contacted. 

Forward detailed resumes and 
applications before July 28, 2006 to: 

A.O. Management Services 
3359 24 Ave NW 
Edmonton, AB T6T IY5 

Fax: 780465 -1035 Email: aomgnt@telusplanet.net 

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION INSTRUCTOR t 
Temporary Part-time: September 2006 to March 2007 

DUTIES: To assume teaching responsibilities on a temporary part-time basis in the 

Adult Basic Education Program offered by Tillicum Lelum Aboriginal Friendship 

Centre, Nanaimo. Candidates must demonstrate commitment to teaching, teaming, 

and student success. The successful candidate will participate in activities outside 
the classroom, including intake and assessments, student support, program 
committee meetings, and other initiatives including professional activities in keeping 

with their disciplines in and outside the organization. in an alternative educational 

setting, the successful candidate will provide opportunities for a diverse student 

population to acquire skills in Mathematics, English, Social Studies and Science. 

QUALIFICATIONS: The applicant must possess a Bachelor's Degree from an 

appropriately accredited institution or a combination of experience and training in 

Adult Education, literacy and living skills. Preference will be given to applicants 

who demonstrate the ability to work with Aboriginal people and Aboriginal 
communities. Preference may also be given to applicants of Aboriginal ancestry. 

The successful candidate will have demonstrated effective interpersonal skills; 

willingness and ability to function in a team setting; responsive to diverse cultural 

and academic backgrounds and learning styles; and commitment to the 

development of adult students. 

SALARY: Commensurate with education and experience. 

CLOSING DATE: The position will remain open until a suitable candidate has 

been selected. 

Qualified applicants are encouraged to forward a current resume a references to: 

Personnel Committee, Re: ABE Instructor 
Tillicum Lelum Aboriginal Friendship Centre 
927 Haliburton Street, Nanaimo, BC V9T 1G5 

Email: adminetillicumhaus.ca Fax to 250 -753 -6560 

only short listed applicants will be notified. 
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[ footprints ] Chief Rita Smith 

Equality rights proponent 
was an accomplished artisan 

The following article was written 
by Mi'kmaq writer and historian 
Daniel N. Paul following the death 
of former Horton First Nation 
ChiefRita Smith. Written to honor 
Smith's life and accomplishments, 
the story was originally published 
in the Halifax Herald in January 
1997. 

Chief Rita Smith, the mother 
of the Horton band, had the 
distinction of being the first 
woman (perhaps the first person) 
to have been chief of two bands - 
Annapolis Valley and Horton. 
And throughout her life she was 
a fighter who went after justice 
with a vengeance. 

Rita was born June 10, 1918 
to Frank and Mary Tony 
(Bradford) in Wolfville, N. S. 

Unfortunately, Canada at that 
point in time, was not a friendly 
place of residence fora Mi'kmaq. 
Civil and human rights for First 
Nations peoples, women, and 
others who had second- and 
third -class citizenship were still 
mostly in the dream stage. From 
growing up in such a social 

- environment, Rita developed in 
youth a burning resolve to claim 
and know the same citizenship 
privileges as those enjoyed by 
white male Canadians. 

During the mid- 1930s, Rita 
became engaged to Abraham 
Smith. They were married on June 
1, 1936. When she passed away on 
Oct. 27, 1996, they had been 
married for just over 60 years. The 
marriage produced eight healthy 
children. Raising and educating 
children in a racist society was, for 
Rita and Abe, no easy task; their 
stories of hardship would fill several 
columns. However, suffice it to say 
they overcame the pitfalls and were 

largely successful; most of their 
children are well 
educated and have 

established for 

themselves financial 
independence. 

Rita's first major clash 

By Daniel N. Paul 

with an uncaring Indian Affairs 
bureaucracy occurred in the late 
1940s. The cause was the 
department's slow response to an 
application she and Abe had 
made for housing assistance. The 
insensitive bureaucracy was in for 
a surprise; it was about to tangle 
with a woman who rarely 
accepted defeat. 

This is the gist of the story: Abe, 
a veteran of the Second World War, 
was entitled to housing assistance 
under the old Veteran's Land Act. 
But when he applied for assistance 
to build a decent home on Horton 
Indian reserve, he was given the old 
bureaucratic run around. Rather 
than labor to squeeze into this short 
column an epic tale of how to 
defeat bureaucratic obstruction by 
determined persistence, lets just say 
that by the time Rita got through 
with the department's troops, the 
Smiths had their home. 

During this time, to support 
their family, Rita and Abe 
involved themselves in the art of 
basket making. With the passage 
of time, their artistic skills 
finessed to such an extent that 
they became known as "the finest 
Mi'kmaq basket -making team in 
Nova Scotia." The best known of 
their efforts is a set of six apple 
baskets, dubbed the "Birds Nest," 
crafted to fit inside each other. 
When, because of illnesses 
associated with age, they gave up 
basket making in 1986, the set 
was retailing for $1,000. 

Rita and Abe presented me 
with a gift set in appreciation for 
the times I went the extra mile in 
helping them resolve band- related 
problems. It is among my most 
prized possessions. A set 
purchased by Indian Affairs in 
1985 is now part of its Indian and 
Northern Affairs' National Art 
Collection. 

Rita was a past president of the 
former Mi'kmaq Arts and Crafts 
Society of Nova Scotia. The 
dedicated contributions she made 
towards enhancing and 

preserving Mi'kmaq culture 
during her term, and through her 
lifetime efforts, are fondly 
remembered. 

In 1969, Rita ran for chief of 
the Annapolis Valley First Nation 
community and lost. Not 
satisfied with the results, she 
lodged an election appeal and 
won. To say the least her three 
terms as chief of Annapolis were 
at times stormy. However, she 
proved to be a leader who got 
things done. She demonstrated 
that she would not be intimidated 
or shuffled aside by male Native 
politicians because of her gender. 

One of the best stories I've 
heard in this regard was the time 
she and another Mi'kmaq 
political activist, Racheal 
Marshall, believing they were 
being left behind by male chiefs 
and Union of Nova Scotia 
Indians (UNSI) officials who 
were planning to attend a meeting 
in Ottawa, hopped a plane and 
were in the capital to greet them 
when they arrived. 

During her last term as chief of 
Annapolis Valley, Rita, with her 
usual stubborn tenacity, undertook 
to realize a dream of seeing Horton 
become an independent First 
Nation community. In this regard, 
after several years of fighting, she 
met with success. On June 6, 1984, 
Horton was separated from 
Annapolis Valley and became 
independent. Rita became its first 
chief. 

During this time she became a 
member of the board of directors 
of the Micmac Friendship Centre 
in Halifax, and remained so until 
her death. Also she was a founding 
chief of the Confederacy of 
Mainland Micmacs, and was for 
several years a board member of the 
UNSI. 

Rita enjoyed debating as I do. 
Sometimes, when visiting and 
things were too quiet, I'd 
deliberately bring up a subject 
that would get her dander up. If 
this didn't work, there was one 

PAWL x. PAUL 

Chief Rita Smith, was perhaps the first person, but surely the 
first woman to have been chief of two bands. She was an 
artisan, a fighter, a wife, a mother and a friend. 

that would. I'd call her Maude, a 
second name that she had a 
particular dislike of. These visits 
and heated debates were a delight 
from my perspective, although 
she probably thought otherwise. 
However, after she developed 
serious heart problems, they had 
to be discontinued. 

Based upon what I've related, 
one might be tempted to 
categorize Rita as militant 
feminist. She wasn't. To describe 
her as such would not do justice 
to the woman she was. Above all, 
Rita was a wife and mother who 
was justly proud of the successes 
of her children and of her home- 
making abilities. As a housewife, 
she enjoyed her kitchen and kept 

her house spotless. Because of 
her green thumb, the gardens 
around the Smith house were 
abundant with flowers. 

She was a woman who could 
live with and enjoy the fruits of 
being a woman, but she 
demanded that her male peers 
extend to her the same courtesies 
they extended to one another 
when conducting political and 
business matters. On a personal 
basis, Rita was a loyal, dependable 
and trustworthy friend, always 
there when needed. 

May the Great Spirit grant the 
soul of Rita, a beloved and sadly 
missed wife, mother and friend, 
a peaceful eternity in the Land 
of Souls. 

An Aboriginal Approack to Learning 
'Aviation Diploma Program 'Social Service Worker Degree 
*Aboriginal Media Diploma Program 'Ohahase Adult Education 
*Public Administration Degree 'Human Services Diploma Program 
'Office Administration Certificate `Indigenous Community Health 

F TI 
Sharing and learning 

it 3 Old York Road 
Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory 

KoK I Xo 
Toll free: I-800-267-0637 

or 1- 6l3- 396 -2122 
ran: I -613- 396 -2761 

www.frai.net 

CALL TODAY 
about programs 

in your area lá 
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Career opportunities 
abound at Bruce Power, Ontario's largest 

independent power generator. 

Bruce Power 

Bruce Power, Ontario's largest independent electricity generators. is seeking highly- motivated, 
educated, skilled and safety- oriented people for rewarding positions within our growing 

company. 

Located 2.5 hours northwest ofToronto, Bruce Power is located on the shores of Lake Huron in 
Bruce County, known for its natural beauty and rural charm. 

Interested individuals can apply at www.brucepower.com. Positions will be posted throughout the year 
on the staff & careen section under current opportunities. Please check back often. 

Bruce Power is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. www.brucepower.com 

Diocese of Saskatoon 
First Nations Formation Coordinator 

Full time coordinator needed to develop, promote 
and recruit for a First Nations Formation program. 

Applicants should be familiar with traditional First 
Nations spirituality and culture, have excellent people 
skills and a background as an active Catholic. 

Send letter of application, resumé and references by 
August 11, 2006 to: 

Director of Pastoral Services 
Diocese of Saskatoon 
100 - 5. Avenue North 

Saskatoon, SK S7K 2N7 

Phone: 306- 242 -1500 or 1- 877 -661 -5005 
directors @saskatoonrcdiocese.com 

1+1 Correctional Services Service correctionnel 
Canada Canada 

Aboriginal Community Development Officer 

Locations: Winnipeg (Manitoba) 
Saskatoon (Saskatchewan) 
Edmonton (Alberta) 

The Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) has employment opportunities 
to provide Aboriginal services to federally sentenced offenders. Duties 
may include presentations on Section 84 of the Corrections and 
Conditional Release Act to the management and staff as well as 
Aboriginal Community organizations. Positions exist in Winnipeg 
(MB), Saskatoon (SK), and Edmonton (AB). In addition, we offer an 
excellent benefit package and superannuation plan. 

Please refer to s w ww.ieb.ee.ea and select 'Jobs Open to the Public" 
and "Jobs in your region" for more information on the application 
process. Applications must be submitted by August 10, 2006. Please 
direct any questions to 501staffing @csc- scc.gc.ca 

Agent ou agente de développement des collectivités autochtones 

Emplacements: Winnipeg (Manitoba) 
Saskatoon (Saskatchewan) 
Edmonton (Alberta) 

Le Service correctionnel du Canada (SCC) offre des possibilités d'emplois dans le 
domaine des services offerts aux Autochtones purgeant une peine de ressort fédéral. Les 
taches peuvent comprendre des exposés sur l'article 84 de la Loi sur le système 
correctionnel et la mise en liberté sous condition à l'intention de la direction, du 
personnel et d'organismes communautaires autochtones. Les postes sont offerts à 
Winnipeg (Man.), à Saskatoon (Sask.) et à Edmonton (Alb.). Il est à noter que nous 
offrons un ensemble d'avantages sociaux et un régime de retraite des plus intéressants. 

Veuillez consulter le site www.emolois.ee.ca, cliquer sur «Postes ouverts au public », 

puis sur «Postes dans votre région u pour obtenir de l'information plus détaillée au sujet 
du processus de présentations des demandes d'emploi. Vous devez nous faire parvenir 
votre demande au plus tard le Aout 10, 2006. Veuillez 
transmettre toute question par courriel à l'adresse suivante: lei 

s scc.gc.ca Canada 
Largest prize of any Aboriginal photo contest in Canada 

Winners are just regular people like you! 
Just ask Deborah Nelson of, Kaslo, B.C. or Jacqueline Pitchenese of Dryden, Ontario 

Entries may be colour slides or prints (no Polaroids, please), 
than 8" x 10 ". Subject of photos must be Aboriginal. A maxim 
(4) photo entries per person. Photographs that have been 
pnbilshedor won a photographic award are NOT eligible. By s 
the photo(s) you confirm that YOU are the exclusive rights holder 
photo(s). Each entry must be labeled with the entrant's name . 

information should be printed on the back of the photograph or 
slide frame (a grease permit works best), or on an attached lab. 
To prevent damage, do not scamp or write heavily on 
pants. Package your entries carefully in a protective ' Entries must be accompanied by a list of the pictures enclosed. the 

'i should include your fuit name, address and daytime phone numbert 
'. Entrants under 18 must enclose permission of a parent'guardian. Sorry,' 

.e, submitted entres and photos cannel be returned. Windspeaker and 
Scotiabank are not responsible for lost or delayed entries. The selected 

' winning photos shall become the property of Windspeaker. 
(, Professionals and amateurs may enter. Photographs will be judged on 

creativity and technical excellence and how they best capture 
contest theme. A panel of judges: will select the prize 
decisions are final. Wavterwia Dewed by phone. 

ateoavailable . h,!' .primrenp.co vs 
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FOUR DIRECTIONS CONSULTING 
First Nations "Inner Child Workshop" 
"Healing and Teaching Through Our Own People" 

For further Information visit our website at wow lourdincrionconull, corn 

THIS WORKSHOP WILL HELP YOU OVERCOME: 
Poor emotional, mental, physical and spiritual well -being 
Low self- esteem, not feeling worthy, 

This workshop 
hopelessness, loneliness, feeling empty 
Feelings of hurt, anger, blaming, guilt will help you 

and shame, anxiety, fears and uncertainty to begin your 
The abuses of your past and present Healing Journey! 

- 2006 WORKSHOP DATES - 
September 2649 - 900 am. 4.00 p.m. October 24- 27.9:00 a.m, 41e p.m. 
Ramada Inn (on Kingsxmy), Edmontoe, AB Ramada Intro Kingswroy. Edmonton, AB 

Room reservations call 1- 888 -747 -4114 Room reservations toll 1 -884- 747 -411 
(Quebec Room) (Quebec Room) 

_..... -... ._..----------- -- 
Costs 5,150.00 /person - GST Included 

ADVANCED PAYMENT ONLY Seating limited to 24 participants 

Go to my website to download workshop information at 
www.fourdirectionsconsulting.com or contact 

Lyle S. Wittier Toll free: 1- 866- 456 -6022 Phones 1- 780-455 -6022 

( ABORIGINAL HYPNOTIST 

( SCOTT WARD 
Book now for your next event! 

Fundraisers - Conferences 
Schools - Celebrations 
Casinos - Exhibitions 
Nightclubs - Parties 

Toll Free: I -877- 347 -0663 
AVebsite: wivw.scottward.ca 

THIS WORKSHOP CAN ALSO RV PRI ILA 1 FO IS 101 It CON MI Sl1 Y 

Find more of everything 
online at: www.ammsa.com 

Canada's Lamest First Nation 
Technical Conference & Tradeshow 

Highlights 

The 2006 
conference and 
trade show will 
showcase the 
latest innovations 
and technical 
information 
available. 

See firsthand the 
industry's latest 
products while 
networking with 
others in your 
field, 

Find out about 
Canada's latest 
programs for First 
Nations housing 
and water and 
wastewater 
treatment needs. 

"Building Excellence For Future Generations" 
October 2 -6, 2006 

Sheraton Fa!# w4Hot Centre 
Niagara Falls, 

OFNTSC 
Technical Conference 

5 Tradeshow 

Student Awards Golf Classic 
Technical Workshops 

Trade Show 6' Awards Banquet 

12°Annual 
General Assembly l Training Conference 

W-n 

Annual General Meeting 
Class l - II Water/Wastewater Tektites 

OETC Certification Exam 

This is one of the technical industry's 
largest events you can't afford to miss! 

Technical representatives and delegates from Tribal Councils, 
First Nations, Associations, Government and other technical 

service providers from across Ontario and across Canada. 

Capital planning, Operations 6' Maintenance, Housing, 
Infrastructure, Water/Wastewater, Environment, Fire Er, Safety 

and much more. 

Over 100 information booths highlighting innovative services 
6 technology. 

For More Information visit www.ofntsc.org or contact Elmer tickers 
Conference Coordinator @ (416) 651 -1443 eut 223 or Ava Hill @ (519) 445 -4399 or 

Lana Williams, AW WAO Coordinator CO (416) 651- 1443- ext265 

Highest Referral Fees Paid! 
4íìE 'MEE AmiG05 ASE IN TOWN 

No application Refused! 

SEE DELIVERY OR EIPENSES COVERED! 

ploy: or Pre Approval ON LINE: afscreditcom 

B,w1D CREDIT; Bl1N/C/Zf/PNM NO CREDIT .._ LET MS HELP YOU! 

TRADES,TRADES, WE NEED TRADES ! 
NEWER, OLDER, HIGH KM'S, LOW KM'S - WE NEED THEM ALL! 

006 
Cobalt 

If 2006 
Optra 

gib 

005 
Grand Gm 

004 
Blazer 

4,11i 

005 
Trail Blazer 

We will Pay your Insurance wi- U arty vim NM i4¢ i4@ p Y r4rLe am am 4@ *'` Bad credit, divorced, Bankrupt, 1st time car buyers! Call anytime! 24hours - 7 days a week! 

Call Today - Drive Today! 
Toll Free -g 6 6- 376 -72 tI5!.ì. 
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